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WELCOME TO BG

By Sam Hananel
THE

ASSOCIATED

PRESS

WASHINGTON — Good news
in the fighl against meth abuse
came on two fronts Monday,
with reports showing a major
drop in melhamphetamine lab
seizures nationwide and a similar decline in the spread of the
drug into the workplace.
Ixical law enforcement officials
say there is still a strong appetite for the highly addictive drug
and warned that meth makers in
Mexico and other countries are
moving to fill the supply void.
The number of meth lab
busts plummeted more that 30
percent last year as most states
put in place laws to restrict
the sale of over-the-counter
cold medicines used to make
meth, according to the Drug
Enforcement Administration's El
Paso Intelligence Center.
Meanwhile, the nation's largest drug testing company said
Monday that the number of job
applicants and workers who
tested positive for meth plunged
31 percent over the first five
months of this year.
Those figures are based on the
results of more than 7 million
drug tests in 2005 and about
3 million tests from lanuary to
May 2006, conducted by New
Jersey-based Quest Diagnostics
Inc.
White Housedrug policy director lohn Walters called the data
an encouraging sign of progress.
"The practices that have been
taking place in our states are
working, not only on small toxic
labs but also what we're trying to
do with demand," said Walters,
head of the Office of National
Drug Control Policy.
Meth lab seizures fell from
17,562 in 2004 to 12,185 last year,
with western and central western
states like Oklahoma. Montana
and Washington seeing some of
MEIH,PAGE 6

By lane King
REPORtCR

lotdan Flower BG News
NIGHTLIFE: A well lit Main Street promotes a promising night life for current and future students with several clubs, bars,
music stores, and restaurants.

Buckeye Boys leave BG
Mock gov't officers come to light
By Kara Ohngren
MAMAGIHC

EDITOR

Police sirens screamed and the
band played as 1,400 young men
piled into Anderson Arena last
Tuesday for the inauguration of
die 2006 .American Legion Ohio
Buckeye Boys State officers.
Founded in 1936, the annual
summer "learn by doing" program has given high school
juniors from across the state the
chance to operate non-partisan
mock city, county and state governments. The program has been
held at the University since 1978.
Thomas Moyer, Ohio chief
justice and member of the Boys
State hall-of-tame. conducted
the swearing-in ceremony.
"These several days provide
such a rich experience that will
truly stay with you for the rest of
your lives," he said. "Mere, young
men are inspired by the truth that
is self evident, being all men and
women are created equal."
Adrian Swann of Lokota East
High School in West Chester

\w>i:Ki.\(.i'i>i!<.i:i'i:.\:.\

Simulation teaches real lessons

was elected American Legion
Ohio Buckeye Boys State governor. Lieutenant governor
was Chris Nadler of Madison
Comprehensive in Mansfield.
Swann said it was impossible
to describe how he was feeling when he heard the election
results.
"I am just so incredibly honored to tie in this position as a
representative," he said.
His term goals included bi-tri
lingual curriculum in schools,
improvement of the senior economic status and to cut taxes in
order to improve the quality of
business on Ohio.
Police sirens sounded again as
everyone in the room stood up to
honor the governor and lieutenant governor as they entered the
arena. After taking the oath of
office, Swann briefly addressed
his constituency.
"I want to thank the people.
Without all of your kindness and
ELECTIONS, PAGE 6

LOOK AT LIFE AND WOKK I\

Maumee was a participant at
Buckeye Boys Stale. Since he
IOr nine days last week, walk- acted as captain in the BBS vering on the cast side of campus sion of the Ohio State Patrol,
meant following a strict set of Kaiser was qualified to explain
rules— rule breakers were met the way the lake traffic laws work
by one of almost 1.300 young in the program.
It only took a day and a feu
men eager to write them up.
It wasall part of Buckeye BON'S rolls of masking tape to mm hallState, an elaborate role-playing ways in Kreischer residence hall
activity designed to teach high into a city. Kaiser said. The tape
school aged guys about gov- attached handmade stop signs,
ernment Participants com- government buildings, houses,
pete to get into this program, and a Wal-Mart to the walls in the
which the volunteers from the residence hall.
"We've got yield, one way. We
American Legion promote ;is
the largest of its kind in the actually have lo do signals with
nation. The program has been our hands, and stop signs are
here," he said.
held on campus since 1978.
Don't run on the sidewalk
Each participant has a job.
salary and responsibilities thai — that's considered speeding In
mirror a real life government die world of BBS traffic. And forget about sharing the sidewalk
job in Ohio.
Think of it as a serious game walking beside a buddy — "drivof make-believe. The bright, ing" in both lanes is considered
young men of Buckeye Boys drag racing.
The penalty for breaking those
State take their fake jobs very
seriously.
Christopher Kaiser of
TRAFFIC, PAGE 2
By Bridget Ttiarp

EOirOR IN CHIEE

With its vintage T-shirts that display corny pictures and catchy
phrases, Shamplade got its
start in Bowling Green, but now
annuls customers across the
United States.
University alumni and creators, Mike Young and Andy
lyon, started the online T-shirt
business while still snidying at
ihc University. After graduating,
the] packed tiieir bags and headed west to IJV in hopes of seeing
Shamplade flourish.
And that's just what happened.
Many of the T-shirts are even
sold at Urban Outfitters stores
across [he United Stales.
As college students. Young and
Lyon often discussed even, day I ife
while sitting around having a few
beers, These discussions turned
into the creation of T-shirts that
read: "My vacuum sucks, my fan
blows but my fridge is chillin',"
"Puberty: ITS hard,' and "You ain't
gettiri nun" with a picture of a
nun on it.
And that's how ii all started.
But of course it wasn't that

easy

As undergraduates, both wenwebmasters and bad experience
in designing Web sites. The hard
part was learning how to start a
business, according to Young.
After researching online and
talking to his boss at Toledo.com.
he learned the basics of entrepreneurship
"It was really a learn-as-yougo type of thing. 1 believe that's
one of the best ways to learn
something — by doing ii, In
said. "Simple tilings such as
where to obtain a permit and
what type of permit I needed
took some time in figuring out
Taxes are another issue."
SHAMPLADE, PAGE 6
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Bowling Green sewage facilities perform waste wonders
Local water treatment
worker shows The BG
News how it all works
8y Matt Entrup
REPORTER

For most people using the commode is a daily and forgettable
event One push of the lever, a
whoosh and a gurgle and it's over,
never to be thought of again
1 lowever, just because the wonders of modem plumbing have
so graciously removed the waste
doesn't mean it has magically disappeared.
In feet, on a warm summer's
day anybody downwind of the
Bowling Green Wastcvvater
Treatment Plant is quickly
reminded of that.
And it Is where our involvement
in the whole process leaves off
that JoeTUlison's job picks up
"You actually get used to the
smell pretty quickly," he said.
As an operator at the treatment

plant he is responsible for the day there will bealayer of grit. To clean
to day operations and mainte- them out you're actually in hip
nance of the many machines and waders and you're in there waist
deep," Tillison said.
filters used to clean the water.
Digester tanks are huge open air
These are used to separate the
sludge, grease, grit and other solids containers where bacteria naturally
break
down solids in the water
from the water and Tillison said
that he has been inside most of and grit resembles chunky, grainy
them at one point or another to mud without the innocence.
But even dirty jobs have their
replace broken valves.
"Its usually the guy with the quirks and this is no exception.
One thing that can help break
least seniority or the smallest guy
up the monotony of the daily rouwho gets those jobs," he said.
However, unless there is a mal- tine is the strange items that somefunction, most of what Tillison times filter out of the wastewater.
does on a day-to-day basis Com, tampons and condoms are
requires copying down numbers the most common debris, but
from the machines and collecting Tillison said the strangest thing he
various water samples to be tested has ever discovered was a large
rubber phallus.
for quality control.
"Sometimes 1 think all college
"It's really not that dirty of a job."
kids do is just sit around and have
he said.
And while his clean clothes and sex," he said.
Darrell Gebers, who is also an
lack of odor may support that
statement, his description of the operator, said he will see animal
cleaning of digester tanks stands entrails or dead fish on occasion,
but nothing too unusual.
in stark contrast
LIFE. PAGE 6
"We'll drain them down and

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from wcather.com
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INSIDE THE PLANT: Waste water and sewage treatment plant operator Joe Tillison stands in the post
sand filter distribution room.
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BG hosts 13th annual
ResNet symposium

SEALING THE DEAL

By Doue Strausbaugti
BEPORIE R

This past week, Bowling Green
lias been host lo the 13th annual
ResNet Symposium.
The event brings together over
300 information Technology
Service
and
Residential
Computing Connections professiinials from the I Inited States and
Canada Students and professors
alike came from as far away as
California. Washington, New York,
Ontario and lexas In discuss innovations in technology at Uicir various acadernit institutions.
RtX is the organization whose
goal it is to provide students residing on campus with information
technology resources and services
to enhance learning and personal
development.
Similariy, ITS provides technical
sup|x>rt on residential and faculty
computers on campus. Their continued hardware support is what
keeps servers up and running at
the I Iniversily as well as maintaining classroom audio/visual equipment

Jordan Flower BGNews
SIGN ME UP: Meghan Burley helps incoming freshman Rebecca Klever register lor classes
(or the fall semester in the computer lab of the Student Union, which is one of the final
steps of O'Reg.

THE BLOTTER
Thursday June 15
A woman reported
shortly alter 5 :30 p.m.
someone stole her laptop
while staying at the Falcon
Plaza Motel.
A man reported around
10 p.m. he almost struck a
suspicious man standing
in the middle ol the street
while driving through (he
intersection of Prospect
and Court streets. Police
lound the nearly injured
subject to be a professional photographer hired by
the county to take pictures
of the court house.
Friday June 16
A 400-blxk High Street
woman reported around
6:30 a.m. someone stole
a llower pot containing
one flower from her home.
Police estimated the value
of the stolen plant at $20.
A man reported around
8:30 am someone stole
his cell phone while at
Nate and Wally's Fish
Bowl
A man reported witnessing a young man
stealing a dog from the
bed of a truck around 11
a.m. in the parking lot of
Almar Lanes Bowling
A 200-block North
Enterprise Street man
reported shortly after noon
someone broke into his

vehicle and stole his radar
detector.
A woman reported
around 5 p.m. she found
a bullet in a conference
room in Offenhauer West.
A 300-block South
Summit Street woman
reported around 10:30
p.m. someone broke Into
her vehicle and stole a
gold bracelet and a pair
of jeans.
A woman reported
shortly after 11 p.m.
someone jumped out of a
300-block Napoleon Road
apartment window wielding a sword.
Saturday June 17
A man reported a
woman threatened him
with a knife at 2:30 am
on the 400 block of South
Mam Street.
An employee of Taco
Bell reported shortly before
3 a.m. three vehicles in the
parking lot played music
so loudly that no drive-thru
orders could be taken.
|
A woman reported at
4:30 a.m. man having
seizure on the 400-block
of Church Street. Police
found the man dead on
their arrival.
A 1,000-block North
Grove Street man reported
around 7 p.m. someone
had been spraying oils

and cleaners on the door
of his apartment
A 300-block South
College Drive woman
reported shortly before
10:30 p.m. someone in
a whrte van drove by her
home several times. Police
found the man lived in the
neighborhood.
Sunday lime 18
A firelighter reported
shortty after 9 a.m. someone broke into his vehicle
and stole his fire radio.
Police estimated the value
of the radio at SbOO
A 700-block East
Napoleon Road man
reported around 9:30 a in.
someone broke his windshield with a beer bottle.
A 2,000-bkxk Napoleon
Road man reported around
1130 a.m. someone keyed
his vehicle.
Police arrested Terry
Swart?. 54, and Carol
Swaro. 39, shortly betore
7 p.m. for stealing a credit
card.
A 200-block Manville
Avenue woman reported
shortly after 11 p.m.
someone broke into her
apartment and unnated
on her bed.
The Blotter is compiled
from reports provided
by the campus and city
police.

Buckeye Boys talk politics
TRAFFIC, FROM PAGE 1

make believe niles is tnie to real
life. Kxpuct a police officer — a
teenage one — to write a ticket
Outside, Kaiser walked carefully on the right side of the
chalk-marked sidewalk on
campus sure to obey the traffic
laws his fellow troopers enforce
kiisci shakes Ins head in djs&ppointmenl when he describes
a new BUS law that relaxed the
traffic niles.
"How are we supposed to
generate money for our city-.''"
kaiser said
But Kaiser has bigger things
to worry about. As tlie captain
in the Ohio State Patrol, he's in
charge of office of investigations
and executive protection. That
means protecting the governor and looking into rcpons of
money laundering among other
criminal activities Don! Iiothcr

asking him for details.

"I can't really release that
Information. Actually, 1 really
can't."
Kaiser is starting his ■..nun
year at Springfield I ligli School.
His activities like National
1 lonor's Society and track never
brought him this close to the
world of law enforcement.
Now, he's considering office) candidate school with the
Marine Corps, or studying

A college education doesn't come cheap, and UPS knows that. That's why Ihey
came up with the Earn and Learn® Program. As a

student working

part-time at UPS, I can get as much as $23,000 toward my tuition and other

"The biggest thing I think I've learned
here so far is that politics is a huge
responsibility. And if Clod gives me that
calling then I'm willing to serve, but... I'm
not too sure if I want to take that burden."
KARL FIKE. REPRESENTATIVE
criminal justice at Ohio State
University.
I le spends most of his time
during BBS on bis real cell
phone with odiers in his field.
I lis cell phone minutes added
up. Out of about 700 minutes
his family has for their cell
phones, he's used 200 this week,
I le knows his mom is mad, but
be told her lie couldn't give up
the phone
"Running operations, we've
got to use our cell phones all the
time, "he said.
Kaiser isn't the only one who
started to sound like the real
thing.
■illicit Gaiser of Broadview
Heights and Karl I ike ol Medina
both worked in the legislature
at BBS.
Both wen- already interested
in |xilitics before BBS. Before
the program, both volunteered
to campaign for Bush in the
2004 election. They were 14
vears old at the time.

The UPS
EARN.NO

education expenses.

LEARN
Program

Hours of Operation:

Get up to

Preload • 4am-8am
Day 11:30am-3:30pm
Twilight • Spm-9pm
Midnight • 10:4Spm-2:45am
Shift times are approximate.

$23,000*
in College
Education Assistance!

UPS
1SS0 Holland Road

Maumee, OH 43537
For Part-Time Package Handler employment opportunities, apply online at:

www.upsjobs.com

The symposium featured daily
lectures on a variety of topics ranging from team building exercises
to wireless network security to
movie festival planning. This year,
there were a symposium record
of seven different sessions each
consisting of six presentations per
session.
"The ResNet Symposium's goal
is to promote academic initiatives
in technology for students at higher education institutions. They
do this by combining techniques
from their experiences, ranging
from giving and going through
training programs, managing snidents or designing living-learning
spaces," said Kristy I leadley, assistant conference coordinator.
Guests were also involved with
a plethora of recreational activities
both on and off-campus including
(ieek Olympics; ResNet fcopardy;
a vendor fair, and trips to Cedar
Point and Put-in-Bay.
The week culminated in a conference at the Toledo Zoo where
attendees enjoyed full access to
the ZOO and a large dinner where

OPS Is an equal opportunity
employer. M/F/D/V.
'Program guidelines apply.

For Gaiser, his experience at
BBS left him convinced that he
would spend his life working in

politics.
"Politics is something I have
a calling for, I believe, because
there are a lack of politicians
widi strong uncompromisable
principles," Gaiser said, chuckling when he realized how professional he sounded.
Both watched a few silly bills
pass under their watch. There
was a bill to give the Trix rabbit
a taste of die cereal and another
to make doing the moon walk
pan of traffic law.
like spent die week in die
I louse of Representatives, frustrated with die some of the laws
jokesters passed.
"I'm not sure yet," like said.
"The biggest thing 1 diink I've
learned here so far is that politics is a huge responsibility. Ai id
if (kxl gives me that calling then
I'm willing to serve, but as of
right now, I'm not too sure if I
want to take dial burden on
myself."
Gaiser understood I'ike's
frustration.
"Basically, making legislation is essentially like making sausage. It's something
you probably don't want to
see most of the time," Gaiser
said.
But they arc concerned
about real issues. Both wanted to do something diey said
was never done before in BBS
— pass laws that reflect their
generations' values.
Gaiser used his position in
the BBS version of the Ohio
Senate to raise issues like
abortion and immigration.
I lowever tedious and ugly
the political process can be,
diese men were up for die
challenge.
Though Buckeye Boys State
created a fake government,
the lessons these young men
learned are very real.

the events of the past week were
summarized and next year's host
was announced. The University of
California in San Diego was chosen for next years symposium.
Previous hosts have included
prestigious universities such 98
Princeton, Stanford and (icorgja
Tech.
David I'utey, chair of the ResNet
steering committee, stepped
down Monday evening after serving three years in his position.
"These past three years in the
role of Chair have been gratifying on many levels, in particular
working widi Steering Host and
Program committees," Futey said.
This was his 10th consecutive
symposium.
The guests themselves were
housed in Offenhauer alongside
future students hen' for orientation.
Overall, the event provided for
an open flow ol ideas between students, professors, marketers and
universities in an effort lo improve
technological services on campuses across the nation.

FDA to OK
vaccine to
reduce risk
of cancer
PIIIIADFT.PIIIA (KHTI —witha
green light from regulators, Merck
& Co. Inc. has begun deploying
1.500 freshly trained salespeople
and unleashing a huge marketing campaign around a delicate
topic: cancer and sex.
The
Food
and
Drug
Administration approved Merck's
cervical cancer vaccine Gardasil
yesterday, inaugurating a vaccine
market potentially worth several billion dollars a year, with
die Philadelphia area at its core
Gardasil will be manufactured
and marketed from Merck's West
Point complex. GlaxoSmithklino
PIX;, developing a rival vaccine
Cervarix, has a U.S. headquarters
in Philadelphia.
Bodi vaccines ultimately could
save countless lives by helping
prevent infection from sexuallytransmitted strains of human
papillomavirus, or I1PV, that
cause cancer, the FDA and health
experts said.
But Merck — die first to market
— must clear several legal and
marketing obstacles before the
vaccines will lie widely available.
Merck's immediatechallengeis
persuading federal and state officials to recommend and pay for
widespread or mandatory vaccinations, over possible objections
of sexual-abstinence and antivaccine groups that prefer Pap
smears as a proven prevention.
Merck marketers, working
already for a year to publicize
IIPV risks and prime the market,
also must take care not to undermine cancer screening and safesex campaigns, experts said.
All the while, Merck must
watch over its shoulder at
GlaxoSmithKline, which hopes
to launch Cervarix by late 2007.
Its second-to-market strategy
is to let Merck pave the regulatory road and then slingshot past
Gardasil.
"We congratulate Merck on
their launch and we hope to be
right behind diem." said Brian
Lottie, GlaxoSniithKline's vice
president for woridwide HPV
vaccine development
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Security Cameras
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www.bgnews.com/opinion

QUOTE

OPINION

'We want to say in a loud voice that tec
have no enemies, we have not enmity
toward anyone. There are no
foreign terrorists here."
Samc4ranAyrleader,SrieikYusul Indohaadde.
(Aaodnnl

STAN- i:i)IT(H!l.\l.

O-reg omits the real campus life
As Incoming freshman flood
the campus, the Universlt) pres
mis than with Impressive In
ing space, spectacular lood .ind
attentive faculty members.
O-reg brings out the ix'si the
University has to offer. It would be
great if anything else ever could
As the wide-eyed Brst-yeai
students bask in the warm sum
met months, winter and wind
arc tat from their Imaginations.
No orange shirted staff members
pointing ilicm in their destinations CUT mention biting winds

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the University
needs fo be more upfront with
new students'Send an
to thenews@bgnews.com and
tell us what you think, or post
feeback on our Web site.

or whisper about the hell that is
Decembei when any sensation
in their faces vanish
the sun,
Though the University <

blamed tor not advertising the
less than-hospitable conditions
dial go along with living in a
n i Nub swamp, the ame
i ials offer the school's
refugees are within their
control
and far from represen
tativc of student life.
Housed m Offenhauer lowers,
thenevi students enjoy ample air
uned rooms overlooking
some (it the campus' least unattractive scenery, ["hough only
~>n yards from MacDonald Mail
when' most will spend theft Rrst

All I ever needed to know I
learned from Paula Abdul

m

EMILY
RIPPE
Opinion Editor

Everyone likes music. \nd
wh) shouldn't they?It can
be therapeutic, under
standing and offer us an escape
from reality. I've been a Ian since
Paula Vbdul'sheyday, hack in
1992.
I must stale that, since then,
I have learned to appreciate

music from all across the spec
trtini. It was just Paula who
first made me want to get my
groove on.
That's why ii greatly bothers
me when I hear my friends and
fellow concertgoers complain
about how the audience at the
com ens we attend keeps gradu
alK getting younger
It seems as if they have foi
gottentli.it we were once the
7-year-old kids who had cool
enough parents in lake us to
rock shows. Maybe the] blocked
out the mentor) ol trying to tit in
with the punk roi k crowd when
the) turned II. because they
got hooked into \I lY's lotal
Request l.kcand heard "What's
My Age Again1' by Blink 182.
Meanwhile, all ol the Older, more
dedicated fans were making fun
ol them, because the] had never
heard of the albums < Iheshire
Cat or Dude Ranch.

These people are perpetuall)
stuck In itnii "I'm a
shows should be IS
being niindliil ot theii roots.
Ihis is the sat i
minded altitude thai colli
students gel when thej finallj
become pa i ol th
— my definition tot
son who refuses to go to'
thai are nol II and i
they don't want to associate
with the underage crowd
purpose!) deprive l
of Uptown's 80s Night, l e
llic\ siiddcnk got I1'
it. It's all about Nate and '
or Brathaus I i hen t
Do not misinterpret m) opinion—there is nothii
with supporting plai i
have age restrictions uiyone
who knows me understands
m\ devout dedication to the
I ishbowi. However, ii is the'Tm
better than you bei i
legal!) (liink mi ddeiliat is
despicable.
People forgot how upset u
made them when the) COUldn'l
get into the same clubs that
their oldet l1
talked
aboul or be admitted into the
venues where they were not
allowed to see theil I I
performers becausi
restrictions.
I he point is that all
enthusiasts, both ol liw
recorded mu Ii have ii
somewhere, it should m

LETTERS TO

teril the) are at the Tom Petty
concert with theii parents—
something I was guilty of — or
rocking on! to all the songs nil ot

the latest Good Charlotte album,
probabl) another secret I should
kept hidden.
[lie kids are there for a reason
the) like the music It does
no! make a difference if they
haven't been lifetime fans or II
ni'i own the bands entire
phy Nobody should
' parents arc taking then
is and daughters
lo see the I laming Lips. I let
d go with me to that one
-..:• 18 because he has
nl taste in music
ol us are guilt) ol
lie elitist mind-set
«>es from being exposed
.in, ml venues and less
mainstream music. Sometimes,
I am ashamed of who mv companions and I have heroine.
Then, I take a look at how far 1
have developed mj own musical
appreciation.
So when you're thinking
about going to the Wheatus
show at I towards tomorrow
night, try nol to look down your
noses at the younger audience
mcniU

\i the vet) least. I will ask my
friends and concert buddies
iliis would you rather have the
Uls lisicn to Paula Abdul?
Send comments to
erippe@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

semester sweltering in cramped
quarters, the recent high school
graduates never glimpse the interior of that unholy dormitory.
When hunger pangs bring the
rnysdfled freshman out of the haL
they won't have a chance sleep in
lor another two years unless they
start dating an upperclassman.
the University provides them
w itha variety of fresh meals from
the Union and banquets catered
In dining services. Imagine those
smiling laces when they are first
confronted with the repetitive

Do you recall your first
concert experience?

In support of
the Simpson
Garden Park
Reading the Id. Vws editorial
speaking against the construction of the Simpson (larden
Park, I was shocked ai the lack ol
research that went into the piece.

While the author did state
facts, there was a complete failure to take the proposed paik in
context.
If the Simpson Garden Park
was the only park in bowling
Green, then it should try to
appeal to everyone and meet as
many needs as possible.

However, this will simply be
an addition to the already exist
ing three parks within the city.
The supposed short-minings ol
the Simpson Park have already

human life.
Ihi new park will he adjacent
INCH: paiks and recreation

ALVIN MCDANIEL
SENIOR,
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

"My dad took me to
see Kris Kross when 1
was 7."

contributes u> poor education.
school condition are considered

MEGAN HEILMAN
JUNIOR,
COMMUNICATIONS
DISORDERS

7 saw Britney Spears
with my best friend
when I was 15."

BRIDGET THARP, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

"My first concert was
the Dresden Dolls
with De Votch Ka and
Faun Fables."

HEATHER EISHEN
JUNIOR, EDUCATION

"It was a country
concert at the Wood
County Fair."

MEGHAN KAHN
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There is a problem in the
United States. Public
education is supposed
to be open to all citizens in
this country, regardless of sex.
economic status, race, ethnicity and ability, I lowever, public
education in this country is not
equal for everyone.
A recent poll carried out by a
nonpartisan opinion research
group called Public Agenda
States that minority students
find that a bad school climate
According to the poll, violence,
drugs, weapons and poor

facility which can he rented out
then support local businesses
In havingevents catered here
instead ol taking parties out
ol Bowling Green to Toledo or
burg
I support the building of the
Simpson t larden Park because it
is being created to diversify the
existing options, not to stand
alone, as the editorial Inaccurately suggested

JEFF
LOMBARD!
Opinion Columnist

MARKZUZIK
only witt the human residents
HI Rowling Green be able to
lew plants, tliey will also
helikeh to attract and maintain
new noti human animals. I feel
that it is Important to support
and encourage those who do
care aboul all life, not fust the

while. Those courses are simply
all that'sstill available in late June.
This doesn't reflect the "nothing
before noon" mentality which
pervades anyone who has been
at the University for more than a
semester.
Orientation should actually
orient students. While putting
the University's best foot forward
seems ideal from a marketing
mindset, the new students who
must cope with the reality hidden from them during O-reg
would disagree.

PH0PLH The< United States
ON THE STREET
of Huh?'-merica

EDITOR

been lulnlled By the play) rounds,
picnic areas, and ball parl
Carter Park and! it) Park.
Furthermore, "die more
members of the populatii
alread) enjoy the walking/run.
nlng trails at Wintergarden I'ark
and can bicycli
on the Slipper] Elm trail. During
the summer, the bored nv
bersol Bowling(Ireen can swim.
catch a i oncert or have lunch at
Ot) Park
The criticism that there are
no wiini'i options also stands
unfounded, hist tall, a nevt
recreation center opened to
allow for year-round ai tivities,
including special > lasses and
new weight-training and i ardio
machines,
In comparing the creation
ofa park to a women's shelter,
the author ol the editorial also
minimized the opportunities
the new park will provide. Nol

monotony of Mac-ateria meals.
Hie faculty advisers who guide
the lemmings coming to them
for course registration appear
helpful enough. They certainly
never mention the fact that most
(< mi ses either worth attending or
which take place during normal
waking hours have been filled for
months. Signing up anxious ()reg at tendees who hope some day
to he political science majors for
8 a.m. physics courses and 7 p.m.
fencing practice is not — contrary to their advice — worth

aspect s of "bad school climate."
It is obvious that violence,
drugs and weapons contribute
to a bad school environment,
but one does not automatically
think of the physical environment as a contributor to a poor
educational climate.
There arc very good schools
and bad schools, especially in
Ohio.
One of the best schools in the
state is the Dublin school district, located in the Columbus
area. I'hey boast some of the
best scores in the state, with
facilities to match. They are in
an area where developers want
to be, and companies want
to move. Therefore, they feed
money through property tax
into the schools.
On the other hand, there are
schools in Ohio with no commerce anywhere in sight, so the
schools are very run down and
in incredibly poor condition.
No businesses want to be in the
bad areas, so they don't move
there. The community needs
the business to thrive but don't
gel the business because of the
bad area. The community stays
poor, as do the schools.
Where is the State of Ohio in
all of this?
Another portion of the poll
states that the achievement gap
between high achieving schools
and poor achieving schools is
widening. I think the widening
gap is caused by all of these
reasons. Meanwhile, the state
pushes for higher educational
standards and better teachers
to be in place.
Unfortunately, the educational standards are not the
problem. The actual problem
is that we need higher standards for schools' physical

environment.
Schools do have standards to
keep in terms of building safety,
bin no one enforces them. This
is because if the state were to
enforce the safety codes, they
would haw to close many
schools and build new ones.
This would cost the state a lot of
money.
I low much money? Well, for
instance, Perrsyburg is building a new school that is costing
39 million dollars, and the new
I'l-X IA Vocational School has
a price tag of around 93 million
dollars.
For the state to have to close
old schools and build new
ones, they would have to stop
spending so much money on
prisons. The stale spends more
money on prisons than it does
on schools.

In fact, ifthe state were to
focus more money on building
new schools and less on building new prisons. I he educational systems across the state
would be exponentially better,
and the need for prisons would
diminish.
This is an opinion I am not
alone in holding.
We also need to fund schools
differently than we do now.
Except for a small percentage
of state funds that trickle down
into public schools, each school
district in out state and in other
stales is responsible for its
own funding. That means that
richer communities have more
money to put into their schools
than do poor communities,
making for a very uneven education.
As in many of our nation's
issues, we need to take a few
notes from our neighbors to the
north: Canada.
The way they find their
schools is simpler and more
fruitful. 1'irst, the federal government pulls all their money
together and says, "Okay, this
is how much money we have
for schools this year." They
then distribute the money on a
population basis to each province Bach province then distributes all of the money to the
schools located in that province
on a per child basis. That way,
every child in the province, and

therefore the country, gets the
same amount of money following them in the schools.
This is easier than the way
we do it in the states. I suggest
that we take a cue from the
Canadians, simplify and then
improve our public schools.
Send comments to
jlombar&'bgnet.bgsu.edu.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR arc to be fewer
than 300 words. These arc usually
in response lo a current issue on the
University's campus or the Howling
(ireen ana
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Leners to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Leners to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification
purposes, Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thcnews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked'T^rter
to the Editor" or "Guest Column." Only
e-mailed leners and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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Fm voting for Hillary Rodham Clinton in 2008, are you?
ERIN
WETHERN
Opinion Columnist
I am officially jumping on
Ihe Hillary Clinton bandwagon. In all actuality, 1
have been on her bandwagon
for a while now. 1 have read her
autobiography twice. I rejoiced
today when I found a copy
of her first book, "ItTakesA
Village," at a thrift store. I have
even created a Facebook group,
so in the event of a Clinton
campaign, I will have a number
of supporters ready to be mobilized and help get the vote out.
But now, I am going to publicly
support a Clinton presidential
bid in 2008. Hopefully, after
reading this, maybe some voters will be encouraged to learn
more about her and her voting
record.
Hillary Rodham Clinton is
qualified to be president. She
has more credentials than
"Dubya."
Let's begin by exploring her

past. She received her undergraduate degree from Wellesley
in 1969 and her Juris Doctorate
from Yale Law School in 1973.
She was one of only 27 females
in a class of 235 law students.
Now, you could say that
most politicians have equally
impressive degrees. However,
Clinton did not come from old
money, like many politicians.
She grew up in a working class,
Midwestern family. She was
admitted to Wellesley and Yale
based on her own merit. She
had no alumnus connections,
and her parents did not buy
her way into these schools.
Furthermore, she understands
the need to increase funding
for higher education.
After graduating from Yale,
Clinton was selected as one
of Ihe brightest young lawyers in the country to work
on the Nixon impeachment.
She is probably one of the
most knowledgeable people
employed in government concerning the inter-workings
of the impeachment process,
which came in handy during

her husband's unjust impeachment proceedings in 1998.
She has an intimate
knowledge of the office of the
President. She knows what
will fly and what is beyond
the scope of her constitutional
power.
As a lawyer in Arkansas,
Clinton became the first
woman to make partner at
the Rose Law Firm, where she
worked on the behalf of women
and children. She always had
a successful career apart from
her duties as First Lady of the
state of Arkansas. In both 1988
and 1991, the National Law
Journal named her one of the
one-hundred most influential
lawyers in the country.
As First Lady of the nation,
Clinton was incredibly
involved in her husband's
policy. Not only did she act as
an unofficial advisor, but she
also chaired the committee
that drafted the bill proposing
National Health Care in 1994,
which would have assured
all United States citizens free
health insurance.

For students at Bowling
Green State University, this
would mean that no one would
need to take out extra loans
every year in order to buy the
school's mandatory insurance
plan. Everyone would already
have insurance provided to
us by the federal government,
much like those lucky kids in
Canada and most of Europe
who take this basic human
right for granted.
Now that I have briefly mentioned a few of the many reasons why I Hilary is qualified to
be President Rodham Clinton,
let's take a look at where she
stands on some of the issues.
Like most good feminists,
Clinton is pro-choice, but
believes that abortion should
be kept safe, legal and rare. She
favors increasing sex education
for teens and funding for contraceptives.
She also favors gay rights and
supports allowing gay soldiers
in the military, as well as giving
gay couples domestic partner
benefits.
Clinton is an environmental-

ist, much like her husband's
vice president Al Gore, and
strongly supports researching
alternative fuel sources. She
favors increasing mass transit
in the United States in order to
conserve energy.
National Security is likely
going to be a defining issue
of the 2008 campaign. Most
likely, we will not only be
occupying Iraq but at war
with Iran and maybe even
North Korea as well. Clinton
favors replacing US troops in
Iraq with the presence of the
United Nations. I personally
believe that this could be a
good way to get the U.S. out of
the Middle East before we start
another World War.
Clinton also voted against
increasing military spending. We have not spent this
much money on the military
since the Cold War, when the
weapons of mass destruction
were not a fabrication but were
actually pointed in our direction. On a related note, Clinton
voted against re-authorizing
the Patriot Act in 2005. because

the bill is a gross violation of
our civil liberties.
1 am sure that every potential voter has a different issue
that matters most to them, be it
abortion laws, gay rights or the
potential reinstatement of the
draft. I encourage you to visit
OnThelssues.org, a nonpartisan site that 1 use for researching candidates before publicly
supporting them. Take a look
at Clinton's voting record, then
look at the people who arc likely to run against her. Decide
for yourself who supports the
issues that affect you the most.
Question who the candidate
might appoint to the Supreme
Court or their cabinet. Who
embodies the type of America
that you would prefer to live in?
For me, Hillary Rodham
Clinton is as close to perfect
a politician as one can find in
these United States. Imagining
a Clinton administration gives
me hope for America during
the dismal last leg of the rein of
"Dubya."
Send comments to
erinluvtliern(agmail.(i>iii

America's failure in foreign policy concerning Somalia
JASON
LAMB
Opinion Columnist
With the same old news
filled with stories of
developments in Iraq
and its forgotten counterpart
Afghanistan, it is easy to overlook other international atrocities, fears and hopes.
In Somalia, for example, the
past month has brought with
it great potential. Potential for
what, however, has yet to be
determined Since 1991, much
of Somalia has existed in a
state of anarchy. Warlords and
faction leaders ruled with iron
fists and the United States'
weaponry. Walking across
downtown Mogadishu without
an assault rifle was suicide.
Walking with one wasn't much

the bad press. The U.S. and the over a decade ago?
A group of militias united as
United Nations significantly
the Islamic Courts Union are
reduced their presence almost
immediately after the incident, responsible for this change.
The law that has finally
effectively abandoning hope
brought a flicker of peace to
in the East African nation. By
Mogadishu is Shari'a law, the
1996, they were gone.
Islamic scriptural law conBut in the past month,
demned in
the New
York limes
"The United States Afghanistan
and quietly
reports the
accepted in
entrenched
government
decided
Saudi Arabia.
chaos has
that our public
rapidly disEven now,
sipated, and it efforts in the country the Islamic
Union
seems no one
weren't worth the Courts
is negotiatsaw it coming with the
ing, least of
bad press."
international
all the United
community
Slates, The
lo reinstall a secular governstreets of Mogadishu are now
ment.
safer than they have been in
In a country thai is prealmost two decades. Who is it
dominantly Sunni Muslim,
that has succeeded in bringing a sense of order to Somalia, the magic bullet for peace was
not additional peacekeepsucceeding where the U.S. and
ing' troops from the West, nor
the U.N. failed so miserably

better. Reports of the seemingly never-ending violence
have been widespread.
The United States' strategy to
bring peace to the region was
to play the warlords against
each other. Arms and cash
were funneled from the U.S. to
one warlord or another in the
hopes that one would emerge
victorious and unify the region
under his command. This warlord would naturally be loyal to
the U.S. The method had been
field tested to perfection in
Iraq, Colombia, Chile and other
numerous nations.
After the 1993 Battle of
Mogadishu, the event that
inspired the movie Black Hawk
Down and killed 18 U.S. soldiers, one Malaysian soldier
and between five hundred
and five thousand Somalis,
the United States government
decided that our public efforts
in the country weren't worth
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was it trade sanctions from
the U.N. or even a structural
adjustment program from ihe
International Monetary Fund.
The cure was found within the
country, amongthe minds,
hearts and religious beliefs of
the people who rose up against
all ihe warlords— U.S.-backed
and otherwise.
As for the United Stales'
hopes that a victorious and
U.S.-conlrolled warlord
would emerge, those hopes
were quashed. The Islamic
Courts Union claims that
the two remaining warlords
in Mogadishu fled and were
escorted to safety by the U.S.
Navy, although our government denies this. Perhaps a few
of our hired thugs will live lo
fight another day.
These events must cause
us to stop and consider, as a
nation, if the professed goal of
creating democracies in the

service of American Empire
is the correct goal, even if
this goal is achievable. Which
country will be targeted for
democracy next? Will it be
Venezuela, Iran, North Korea or
Colombia? The list of countries
in queue for a government of
the people seems to grow faster
than cruise missiles can create
them, and I am not feclingany
safer.
The established methods
of U.S. intervention are not
working. There is a time and
a place for Intervention, but
these times and places are
rarely lied to domestic oil or
business Interests. And, as 160
members of ihe Ohio National
Guard leave Bowling Green for
Iraq and not the Darfur region
of the Sudan, 1 have to wonder
when the U.S. government will
figure this out.
Sent! comments to
lejasontpbgnel.ligsu.edu.
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OPINION

"We want to say in a loud voice that we
have no enemies, we have not enmity
toward anyone. There are no
foreign terrorists here."
Samolian Ayr leader, ShdkVi-ul hulohaadde.
(MKKM

STAI-TKDITOIilAI.

O-reg omits the real campus life
As incoming freshman fl<x>d
the campus, ihc University presents ihem with impressive living space, spectacular fowl and
attentive faculty menilin s.
O-reg brings out the best the
University hastoi flet it wi nildbe
great if anything else ever could.
As the wide-eyed first-year
students bask in the warm summer mouths, winter and wind
are far from their imaginations.
No orange-shirted staff members
pointing them to their destinations ever mention biting winds

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the University
needs fo be mote upfrant with
new students? Send an e-mail
to thenews@bgnews.com and
tell us what you think, or post
feeback on our Web site.

or whisper about lilt' hell lhal is

December—when any sensation
In their lace, vanishes along with
the sun.
Though the Unhiersttj can"i be

blamed Ibr not advertising the
less ilmn-hospitable conditions
that go along with living in a
northern Ohio swamp, the ameniiies officials offer the school's
newest refugees are within ilieir
control - and tar from representative of student life
Housed in Offenhauer towers,
the new students enjoy ample airconditioned rooms overlooking
some of the campus' least unattractive scenery, Though only
50 yards from MacDonald Hall
where most will spend their first

temesta sweltering in cramped
quarters, the recent high school
graduates never glimpse the interior of that unholy dormitory.
When hunger pangs bring the
mystified freshmanoutofthe hall
they won't have a chance sleep in
for another two years unless they
start dating an upperclassman,
the University provides them
with a variety of fresh meals from
the Union and banquets catered
by dining services. Imagine those
smiling faces when they are first
confronted with the repetitive

monotony of Mac-ateria meals.
Thefaculry advisers who guide
the lemmings coming to them
for course registration appear
helpful enough. They certainly
never mention the fact that most
courses either worth attending or
which take place during normal
waking hours have been filled for
months. Signing up anxious Oreg attendees who hope some day
to be political science majors for
8 a.m. physics courses and 7 p.m.
fencing practice is not — contrary to their advice — worth-

while. Those courses are simply
all that's still available in late June.
This doesn't reflect the "nothing
before noon" mentality which
pervades anyone who has been
at the University for more than a
semester.
Orientation should actually
orient students. While putting
the Un iversity s best foot forward
seems ideal from a marketing
mindset, the new students who
must cope with the reality hidden from them during O-reg
would disagree.

All I ever needed to know I PEOPLE The United States
learned from Paula Abdul ON THE STREET of 'Hultf'-merica

6

EMILY
RIPPE
Opinion Editor

Everyone likes music. And
why shouldn't they? It can
be therapeutic, understanding and oiler us an escape
from reality. I've been a fan since
Paula Abdul's heyday, back in
1992.
1 must state that, since then,
1 have learned to appreciate
music from all across the spectrum. It was just Paula who
first made me want to get my
groove on.
That's why it greatly bothers
me when I hear my friends and
fellow concertgoers complain
about how the audience at the
concerts we attend keeps gradually getting younger.
It seems as if they have forgotten thai we were once the
7-year-old kids who had cool
enough parents to take us to
rock shows. Maybe they blocked
out the memory of trying to 111 in
with tile punk rock crowd when
they nirned 14, because they
got hooked into MTV's Total
Request live and heard "What's
My Age Again" by Blink 182.
Meanwhile, all of the older, more
dedicated fans were making fun
of them, because they had never
heard of the albums Cheshire
Cat or Dude Ranch.

These people are perpetually
stuck in their "I'm over 18 so all
shims should be III'" phase, not
being mindful ol their roots,

This is the same narrow
minded attitude thai college
students gel when rhej finally
become pan of the'21 dub"
— mydcfiniiinnfotcvci. pa
son who refuses to gn to liars
that are not 21 and over because
they don't wan) to associate
with the underage crowd i hej
purposelv deprive themselves
of Uptown's 80s Night, because
they suddenly got too mature foi
It Its all about State and WaUys
orBrathausfrom here cm out
Do not misinterpret my opinion — there is nothing wrong
with supporting places that
have age restrictions \nyone
who knows me understands
my devout dedication to llie
RshbowL I lowever, ii is the "I'm
better than you because i can
legally drink" attitude that is
despicable.
People forgot how upsel II
made them when they couldn't
get into the same dubs lhal

theii iiidei friends always talked
about or be admitted Into the
venues where they were not

allowed in sci' their favorite
performers because of the age
restrictions.
Ihc point is thai all music
enthusiasts, both of live and
recorded music, have to sun,
somewhere, ii should not mat-

ter if they are ai the Tbm Petty
concert with their parents —
something 1 was guilty of—or
rocking out to all the songs oil of
the latest (rood Charlotte album,
probabl) another secret I should
have kept hidden.
The kids are there for a reason
— they like the music. It does
not make a difference if they
havenl been lifetime fans or it
rheydonl own the hand's entire
disciigraphy. Nobody should

i are If parents are taking their
pre icen sons and daughters
in seethe Flaming lips I lei
my dad gn with me to that one
when I was 18 because he has
excellent taste In music.
Many ol us are guilty of
ai quiring the eliiist mind-set
that comes from being exposed
to age-restricted venues and less
mainstream music. Sometimes,
I am ashamed of who mv companions and I have become,
lInn. I lake,ilookalhowfarl
have developed my own musical
appreciation.
So when you're thinking
about going to the Whcatus
showai Howardstomorrow
night, fry not to look down your
noses al the younger audience
members.
\l the very least, I will ask my
li lend- and concert buddies
this: would you rather have the
kids listen to Paula Abdul?
Send comments to

Do you recall your first
concert experience?
Opinion Columnist

Hi
ALVIN MCDANIEL
SENIOR,
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

"My dad took me to
see Kris Kross when I
was 7."

MEGAN HEILMAN
JUNIOR,
COMMUNICATIONS
DISORDERS

"I saw Britney Spears
with my best friend
when I was 15."

ertppe9bgtteLbgfu.edu.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
In support of
the Simpson
Garden Park
Reading the BG News editorial
speaking against the construction of the Simpson Garden
Park, 1 was shocked at the lack of
research that went into the piece.
While the author did state
facts, there was a complete failure to take the proposed park in
context.
If the Simpson Garden Park
was the only park in Bowling
Green, then it should try to
appeal to everyone and meet as
many needs as possible.
However, this will simply be
an addition to the already existing three parks within the city.
The supposed short-comings of
the Simpson Park have already

been luitiiied by me playgrounds,
picnic areas, and hall parks at
Carter Park and Qt) Park.
Furthermore,' the more active"
members of the population i an
already enjoy the walking/ninning trails at Wintcrgarden Park
and can liicyiic/iiiHcilil.ide/nm

only win the human residents
i il Howling (ireen be able to
enjoy new plants, they will also
be likely to attract and maintain
new non-human animals. I feel
that it is important to support
and encourage those who do
care about all life, not just the

on the Slippery Elm [rail During
the summer, the bored members of Bowling Green can swim.

human life

catch a concert or have lunch at
t iiy Park.
The criticism that there are
no winter options also stands
unfounded. last fall,a new
recreation center opened to
allow for year-round activities,
including special i lasses and

new weight-training and cardio
machines
In comparing the creat i< >ii
of a park to a women's shelter,
the author of the editorial also
minimized the opportunities
the new park wfll provide. Not

BGNEWS
BRIDGET THARP, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 Wesi Hall
Bowling Green Stale University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: lhenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.coin

MARKZUZIK
SOPHOMORE,
UNDECIDED

"My first concert was
the Dresden Dolls
with De Votch Ka and
Faun Fables."

The new park will lie adjacent
in a current parks and recreation
facility which can be rented out
to groups or individuals who will
then support local businesses

by having events catered here
Instead ol taking parlies out
nl Hi nv ling (ireen to Toledo or

Penysburg,
I support die building of the
Simpson Garden Park because it
is being created to diversify the
existing options, not to stand
alone, as the editorial inaccuratelv suggested.
MEGHAN KAHN
ltahnmo0bgsu.edu
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HEATHER EISHEN
JUNIOR, EDUCATION

"B was a country
concert at the Wood
County Fair."

There is a problem in the
United States. Public
education is supposed
to be open to all cilizens in
this country, regardless of sex,
economic status, race, ethnicity and ability. However, publiceducation in this country is not
equal for everyone.
A recent poll carried oul by a
nonpartisan opinion research
group called Public Agenda
slates thai minority students
find that a bad school climate
contributes to poor education.
According to the poll, violence,
drugs, weapons and poor
school condition are considered
aspects of "bad school climate."
It is obvious that violence,
drugs and weapons contribute
to a bad school environment,
but one does not automatically
think of the physical environment as a contributor to a poor
educational climate.
There are very good schools
and bad schools, especially in
Ohio.
One of the best schools in the
slate is the Dublin school district, located in the Columbus
area. They boasl some of the
best scores in the state, with
facilities to match. They are in
an area where developers want
to be, and companies want
to move. Therefore, they feed
money through property tax
into the schools.
On the other hand, there are
schools in Ohio with no commerce anywhere in sight, so the
schools are very run down and
in incredibly poor condition.
No businesses want to be in the
bad areas, so they don't move
there. The community needs
the business to thrive but don'l
get the business because of the
bad area. The community stays
poor, as do the schools.
Where is the Stale of Ohio in
all of this?
Another portion of the poll
stales thai the achievement gap
between high achieving schools
and poor achieving schools is
widening. 1 think the widening
gap is caused by all of these
reasons. Meanwhile, the state
pushes for higher educational
standards and better teachers
to be in place.
Unfortunately, the educational standards are not the
problem. The actual problem
is thai we need higher standards for schools' physical

environment
Schools do have standards to
keep in terms of building safety,
but no one enforces Ihem. This
is because if the stale were to
enforce the safety codes, they
would have to close many
schools and build new ones.
This would cost the stale a lot of
money.
I low much money? Well, for
instance, Perrsyburg is building a new school that is costing
39 million dollars, and the new
PENTA Vocational School has
a price lag of arou nd 93 million
dollars.
For the state to have to close
old schools and build new
ones, they would have to slop
spending so much money on
prisons. The stale spends more
money on prisons than il does
on schools.
In fact if the state were to
focus more money on building
new schools and less on building new prisons, the educational systems across the stale
would be exponentially better,
and the need for prisons would
diminish.
This is an opinion I am not
alone in holding.
We also need to fund schools
differently than we do now.
Except for a small percentage
of stale funds that trickle down
into public schools, each school
district in out slate and in other
states is responsible for its
own funding. That means that
richer communities have more
money to put into their schools
than do poor communities,
making for a very uneven education.
As in many of our nation's
issues, we need to take a few
notes from our neighbors to the
north: Canada.
The way they find their
schools Is simpler and more
fruitful. First the federal government pulls all their money
together and says, "Okay, this
is how much money we have
for schools this year." They
then distribute the money on a
population basis to each province. Each province then distributes all of the money to the
schools located in that province
on a per child basis. Thai way,
every child in the province, and
therefore the country, gels the
same amount of money following them in the schools.
This is easier than the way
we do it in the slates. I suggest
thai we lake a cue from the
Canadians, simplify and then
improve our public schools.
Send comments to
jlombar@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are lunger pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters lo the Editor and Guest
Columns are primed as space on Ihc
Opinion Page permits. /uJditional
litters lo the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verifie.it ion
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thcnewsl" bgnews.com
with the subject lire marked "Letter
to the Editor" or "Guest Column." Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion oilumns do not necessarily
reflect the vkws of The BG News.
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Fm voting for Hillary Rodham Clinton in 2008, are you?
ERIN
WETHERN
Opinion Columnist
I am officially jumping on
the Hillary Clinton bandwagon. In all actuality, I
have been on her bandwagon
for a while now. I have read her
autobiography twice. I rejoiced
today when I found a copy
of her first book, "It Takes A
Village," at a thrift store. I have
even created a Facebook group,
so in the event of a Clinton
campaign, I will have a number
of supporters ready to be mobilized and help get the vote out.
But now, 1 am going to publicly
support a Clinton presidential
bid in 2008. Hopefully, after
reading this, maybe some voters will be encouraged to learn
more about her and her voting
record.
Hillary Rodham Clinton is
qualified to be president. She
has more credentials than
"Dubya."
Let's begin by exploring her

past. She received her undergraduate degree from Welleslcy
in 1969 and her Juris Doctorate
from Yale Law School in 1973.
She was one of only 27 females
in a class of 235 law students.
Now, you could say that
most politicians have equally
impressive degrees. However,
Clinton did not come from old
money, like many politicians.
She grew up in a working class,
Midwestern family. She was
admitted to Wellesley and Yale
based on her own merit. She
had no alumnus connections,
and her parents did not buy
her way into these schools.
Furthermore, she understands
the need to increase funding
for higher education.
After graduating from Yale,
Clinton was selected as one
of the brightest young lawyers in the country to work
on the Nixon impeachment.
She is probably one of the
most knowledgeable people
employed in government concerning the inter-workings
of the impeachment process,
which came in handy during

her husband's unjust impeachment proceedings in 1998.
She has an intimate
knowledge of the office of the
President. She knows what
will fly and what is beyond
the scope of her constitutional
power.
As a lawyer in Arkansas,
Clinton became the first
woman to make partner at
the Rose Law Firm, where she
worked on the behalf of women
and children. She always had
a successful career apart from
her duties as First Lady of the
state of Arkansas. In both 1988
and 1991, the National Law
Journal named her one of the
one-hundred most influential
lawyers in the country.
As First Lady of the nation,
Clinton was incredibly
involved in her husband's
policy. Not only did she act as
an unofficial advisor, but she
also chaired the committee
that drafted the bill proposing
National Health Care in 1994,
which would have assured
all United States citizens free
health insurance.

For students at Bowling
Green State University, this
would mean that no one would
need to take out extra loans
every year in order to buy the
school's mandatory insurance
plan. Everyone would already
have insurance provided to
us by the federal government,
much like those lucky kids in
Canada and mos.t of Europe
who take this basic human
right for granted.
Now that I have briefly mentioned a few of the many reasons why Hillary is qualified to
be President Rodham Clinton,
let's take a look at where she
stands on some of the issues.
Like most good feminists,
Clinton is pro-choice, but
believes that abortion should
be kept safe, legal and rare. She
favors increasing sex education
for teens and funding for contraceptives.
She also favors gay rights and
supports allowing gay soldiers
in the military, as well as giving
gay couples domestic partner
benefits.
Clinton is an environmental-

ist, much like her husband's
vice president Al Gore, and
strongly supports researching
alternative fuel sources. She
favors increasing mass transit
in the United States in order to
conserve energy.
National Security is likely
going to be a defining issue
of the 2008 campaign. Most
likely, we will not only be
occupying Iraq but at war
with Iran and maybe even
North Korea as well. Clinton
favors replacing US troops in
Iraq with the presence of the
United Nations. 1 personally
believe that this could be a
good way to get the U.S. out of
the Middle East before we start
another World War.
Clinton also voted against
increasing military spending. We have not spent this
much money on the military
since the Cold War, when the
weapons of mass destruction
were not a fabrication but were
actually pointed in our direction. On a related note, Clinton
voted against re-authorizing
the Patriot Act in 2005, because

the bill is a gross violation of
our civil liberties.
I am sure that every potential voter has a different issue
that matters most to them, be it
abortion laws, gay rights or the
potential reinstatement of the
draft. 1 encourage you to visit
OnThelssues.org, a nonpartisan site that I use for researching candidates before publicly
supporting them. Take a look
at Clinton's voting record, then
look at the people who are likely to run against her. Decide
for yourself who supports the
issues that affect you the most.
Question who the candidate
might appoint to the Supreme
Court or their cabinet. Who
embodies the type of America
that you would prefer to live in?
For me, Hillary Rodham
Clinton is as close to perfect
a politician as one can find in
these United States. Imagining
a Clinton administration gives
me hope for America during
the dismal last leg of the rein of
"Dubya."
Send comments to
erinlwetliern@gmail.com.

America's failure in foreign policy concerning Somalia
JASON
LAMB
Opinion Columnist
With the same old news
filled with stories of
developments in Iraq
and its forgotten counterpart
Afghanistan, it is easy to overlook other international atrocities, fears and hopes.
In Somalia, for example, the
past month has brought with
it great potential. Potential for
what, however, has yet to be
determined. Since 1991, much
of Somalia has existed in a
state of anarchy. Warlords and
faction leaders ruled with iron
fists and the United States'
weaponry. Walking across
downtown Mogadishu without
an assault rifle was suicide.
Walking with one wasn't much

better. Reports of the seemingly never-ending violence
have been widespread.
The United States' strategy to
bring peace to the region was
to play the warlords against
each other. Arms and cash
were funneled from the U.S. to
one warlord or another in the
hopes that one would emerge
victorious and unify the region
under his command. This warlord would naturally be loyal to
the U.S. The method had been
field tested to perfection in
Iraq, Colombia, Chile and other
numerous nations.
After the 1993 Battle of
Mogadishu, the event that
inspired the movie Black Hawk
Down and killed 18 U.S. soldiers, one Malaysian soldier
and between five hundred
and five thousand Somalis,
the United States government
decided that our public efforts
in the country weren't worth

the bad press. The U.S. and the over a decade ago?
A group of militias united as
United Nations significantly
the Islamic Courts Union are
reduced their presence almost
immediately after the incident, responsible for this change.
The law that has finally
effectively abandoning hope
brought a flicker of peace to
in the East African nation. By
Mogadishu is Shari'a law, the
1996, they were gone.
Islamic scriptural law conBut in the past month,
demned in
the New
Afghanistan
York Times
"The United States and quietly
reports the
in
entrenched
government decided accepted
Saudi Arabia.
chaos has
that our public
Even now,
rapidly dissipated, and it efforts in the country the Islamic
Union
seems no one
weren't worth the Courts
is negotiatsaw it coming with the
ing, least of
bad press."
international
all the United
community
States. The
to reinstall a secular governstreets of Mogadishu are now
ment.
safer than they have been in
In a country that is prealmost two decades. Who is it
dominantly Sunni Muslim,
that has succeeded in bringing a sense of order to Somalia, the magic bullet for peace was
not additional 'peacekeepsucceeding where the U.S. and
ing' troops from the West, nor
the U.N. failed so miserably

was it trade sanctions from
the U.N. or even a structural
adjustment program from the
International Monetary Fund.
The cure was found within the
country, among the minds,
hearts and religious beliefs of
the people who rose up against
all the warlords — U.S.-backed
and otherwise.
As for the United States'
hopes that a victorious and
U.S.-controlled warlord
would emerge, those hopes
were quashed. The Islamic
Courts Union claims that
the two remaining warlords
in Mogadishu fled and were
escorted to safety by the U.S.
Navy, although our government denies this. Perhaps a few
of our hired thugs will live to
fight another day.
These events must cause
us to stop and consider, as a
nation, if the professed goal of
creating democracies in the

service of American Empire
is the correct goal, even if
this goal is achievable. Which
country will be targeted for
democracy next? Will it be
Venezuela, Iran, North Korea or
Colombia?The list of countries
in queue for a government of
the people seems to grow faster
than cruise missiles can create
them, and I am not feeling any
safer.
The established methods
of U.S. intervention are not
working. There is a time and
a place for intervention, but
these times and places are
rarely tied to domestic oil or
business interests. And, as 160
members of the Ohio National
Guard leave Bowling Green for
Iraq and not the Darfur region
of the Sudan, 1 have to wonder
when the U.S. government will
figure this out.
Send comments to
lejason@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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Alumni company shows style Boys conclude activities
SHAMPLADE, FROM PAGE I

ELECTIONS. FROM PAGE 1

Of conrsi\ money wasan issue.
After being denied a loan by ihe
bank due lo their "poor college
student" stains, the next best
place to ask for a loan was mom
and dad. according to Young.
However, it wasn't until they
started to work with a large retail
company that they even needed
a loan from the bank.
"Ihe large part of running an
online store is the initial startup." Young said. "Once you get ii
tin- nay you want it, all you have
to do is sil back and relax."
A typical day for Young and
I yon includes waking up; checking e-mails for any new orders;
logging into theordering system;
and printing out the shipping
labels and packagi ng slips.
"All we have to do is toss a
few T-shirts and stickers into a
package and drop it off at the
local UPS store. That's about it,"
he said.
While still new in the industry, Young and l.yon worked
with only one company that cut.
dyed, printed and shipped their
goods.
"The process was very slow
and I think it was !>ecause we
were actually too small of a company to be working with them,"
he said. "It sometimes took two
to three months."
Once they moved to LA.,
Young split up ihe process into
multiple companies and now
they can come out with new
T-shirts in two weeks once the
designs are ready.
"The downfall is that I pay a
little more lor each T-shirt." he
said. "This is something I was
willing to give up if it meant that
1 would gel them sooner."
Jenna Kary. a University student who visits the Web site
often, said that an appealing
aspect of Shamplade is the rea-
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sonable prices.
"They're cheaper than most
and they also have sales on all
ihe old T-shirts." she said.
Young said they studied their
competition's pricing to see
where Shamplade fell in the
market.
"I not only looked at how much
they sold for, but figured out why
they sell them for that much,"
he said.
And before they knew it, their
very own products were sitting
in Urban Outfitters alongside
their competition.
The process of getting their Tshirtssold there was very simple,
according to Young.
"We contacted them and
were able to get the information
of one of the buyers," he said.
"Once we sent some samples
to the bluer, they called us that
next week letting us know they

Though getting their products sold at Urban Outfitters
didn't hurl business, Young
said word of mouth is their biggest marketing tool.
"We do from time to time
advertise on other sites but found
thai wc actually have a better

METH, FROM PAGE 1

Image Provided

IReturn on Investment! when
we don't advertise at all." he
said.
Young and Lyon are proud
to say that the Shamplade
name is now a registered
trademark with the U.S.
Patent and Trademark office
as before it was only 'I'M.
Both have packed schedules with full time jobs and
graduate school for lyon. So.
aside from some new ideas for
Shamplade, finding the time
to Implement them is another
thing, according to Young.
"We don't set deadlines
often, so it's whenever we get
around to it. 1 think that's
what we like best," he said.
"It's a very flexible company
with little to no stress that
makes us a little spending
cash from time to time."
The two have discussed
opening a store but came to
the conclusion that it would
take too much work at this
time. Their future plans right
now simply include coming
out with new T-shirts.
"I'm sure our customers
can't wait for another good
laugh," he said.

the sharpest declines.
Missouri, which leads the
nation in the number of lab seizures, saw a 22 percent decline.
In Oregon, where lab busts
fell 60 percent, the biggest reason is a state law requiring cold
medicines to be placed behind
pharmacy counters, said Capt
Craig Durbin, former head of
the Oregon State Police's drug
enforcementsection. Thelawhas
helped stop meth makers from
buying large quantities of cold
pills to extract pseudncphedrinc.
the ingredient used to cook meth
with other household chemicals.
A tougher law taking effect later
tills year will require cold sufferers in Oregon to get a doctor's
prescription for pseudocphed-
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LIFE, FROM PAGE 1
"I've found [false] teeth before
though," he said.
The treatment plan! employs
14 people currently, most of
whom operators.
Other positions include a
sludge coordinator, a chemist, a superintendent and his
assistant.
While operators like TUUson
and Gebers take care of the
maintenance of the plant,
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9:00 - 11:00 p.m.
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Any college student

Only $7.00
'
per person
& drink specials ]

1566 Clough St.
352-7691

Sentencing Project, a nonprofit
group that supports alternatives to prison terms for convicted dnig users, concluded that
reports about meth use are exaggerated.
Citing figures that show less
than 1 percent of the nation's
population uses meth, the group
said medi abuse remains a "highly localized" problem compared
with abuse of other drugs like
cocaine.
Still, 58 percent of the
nation's counties say meth is
their largest drug problem.
Rural law enforcement officers are often overwhelmed by
the cleanup of toxic chemicals used to make meth and
welfare agencies must deal
with the displaced children of
nieth-addictcd parents.

SuperintendentRoyceBeaverson
is responsible for making sure
the plant is up to standards set
by ihe Environmental I'rotection
Agency
Me said thai keeping the plain
up to code is not a problem
because the water which comes
out of the plant is regularly well
below half of the legal limits for
all of the regulated contaminants
like ammonia, phosphorous or
suspended solids.

'It does not meet water quality standards for drinking water
but a couple small steps and it
would," he said.
But the water that is released
from the plant is not what comes
out of your faucets.
Drinking water comes from a
separate facility in Maumee that
is fed by the Maumee River.
"So if you have a problem with
your drinking water it's them,
not us," Beaverson said.

bookstore

$7.00 COLLEGE NIGHT
Who:

riiic containing dnigs.
Durbin said the demand for
meth still remains high and is
increasingly fed by supplies from
Mexico and Canada.
"When we talk lo our task
forces, they're still able to go out
at a moment's notice and purchase meth," Durbin said. "Until
we see start seeing that change,
I don't think we can say we've got
anything close to being under
control."
Oregon is among at least 37
slates with laws thai restrict the
sale of cold medications in an
effort to starve nielli manulac
turers of their key ingredient. The
federal Combat Meth Act, signed
into law in March, will enforce
similar restrictions across the
country by Sept. 30.
A study last week by the

UNIVERSITY

SS

1 bedroom
and studio
apartments
still available

the world with a total membership of over 3.200,000.
All members are honorably
discharged men and women
who have served their country in
active duty in the Armed Forces
of the United States during
World War I, II, Korea, Vietnam,
Panama, Grenada, Operation
Desert Storm and Operation
Enduring Freedom, according to
the organisation's Web site.
The 2006 Buckeye Boys State
concluded last Sunday, June
18, with the commencement
ceremony.

Workers treat water for a wage

VARSITY LANES

w

ketball teams at Lokota East.
I Jeutenant Governor Nadler is
a member of the National Honor
Society as well as soccer, cross
country, basketball and baseball.
Both Swann and Nadlcr's families accompanied them on stage
and were briefly introduced near
the end of the evening program.
The state officers, supreme
court, court of appeals and the
general assembly and city mayor
were also swom in during the
ceremony.
The American Legion is the
largest veterans' organization in

Illegal drug labs see drop

SHIRT SUCCESS: Andy Lyon. left, and Mike Young, right, are two
BGSU alumni with a booming T-shirt design business.
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were interested.

Apartments

j

suppon, I would not be here.
My most sincere gratitude to my
home city," Swann said. "Now
more than ever, we need to be
united. It is the time to rise up
and continue to be the best Boys
State in the nation."
Governor Swann was homeschooled through eighth grade
and has a strong background
both academically and athletically. I le received the service and
character award and is a member
of both the varsity track and bas-
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No Worries. No Hassle.
Winlhrop & Summit Terrace

Property A

Property B

High Speed Internet

Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Heat

Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Hot Water

Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Private Shuttle

Yes

No

No

Pools

Yes

No

No

AppFee

No

Yes

Yes

Extra Storage

Yes

No

No

Flexible lease
Security Deposit

Yes

No

No

$200 (min|

1 Month

1 Month

Wintiirop & Summit Terrace «t
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd
M - F 9:00 - 5:00 & Sat 10:00 - 2:00 Sunday Hours: 1 2-3
419.352.9135
www.winlhropterrace.com • email us: winlhrop@gerdenich.com

CASH FOR BOOKS
ATBUYBACK
OUTSIDE THE UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE -1ST FLOOR
Wed.-Thurs., June 21 & 22
8am-5pm
Fri., June 23, 8am-4pm
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THIS WEEK'S
BAD JOKE:
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Q: What did one teddy
bear say to the other
teddy bear when he
offered him dessert?
A: No thanks, I'm
stuffed.

Protecting the galaxy isn't what it seems
III my various exploits around
(his universe and others,
1 have seen a great many
tilings. One of the things that
will always stick with me is what
I would like to share with you
today.
Many people the world over
know about the film Star Wars
and its sequels, spin-offs, action
figures, video games and so on.
Hut what many people do not
know is that Star Wars is actually a documentary based on
the real-life adventures of people waging a war for freedom in
a different galaxy.
l-'rom watching the films,
you know what a ledi is — a
knight charged with protecting the galaxy from evil. We
get the impression from these
films that ledi are noble, gentle
beings that always know what
is happening and what will
happen.
I lowever, in my exploits, 1
had the opportunity to interview a real-life ledi. What I
found, and what you will find,
is that ledi are not normally as
noble as the films show. They
are more down to earth, and
they are definitely not perfect.
The following is a transcript
of this interview.
Jeff l.ombardi: Hello, BilYesko Melgin. Thank you for
sitting down and talking to me.
As you know, ledi are being
portrayed in the films as being

perfect and loo noble. I am
very glad you are able to converse with me about a real-life
ledi.
Bil-Yesko Melgin: Hey. we do
what we can, I guess. I'm just
trying to spread the word. And
please, call nic Hill.
II.: Okay, Bill, what is the
word?
BYM: Well, what I mean is
that we're not all like Obi-Wan,
you know? That guy was such a
nerd. I mean, who would actually put down their sword in a
battle? He did not think that
one through.
|L: But he was trying to protect Luke, wasn't he?
BYM: Well, yeah, but what's
the best way to protect someone? Die?
II.: Alright, I get your point.
Let me ask you this then. What
is the difference between you
and how ledi are portrayed on
nim?
BYM: They're always seen
either trying to move stuff with
their hands - and not just normal stuff, hut big things that
could help other people or saying something insanely cryptic.
You know half the fun of being
a ledi is not having to gel up to
make a sandwich? I just gotta
wave my hand for a minute and
viola — ham and Swiss. What
I'm trying to say is, we're not
above everyone else — we're
not always trying to save other

peoples' lives.
We have our own needs, too.
JL: Speaking of needs, I have
heard rumors that celibacy is
not a definite requirement of
being a ledi. Is this true?
BYM: Definitely not, my
friend. The ones who stay
single, or even celibate, are t he
ones that are REALLY into it,
you know what I mean? The
ladies don't want to talk to
them, because they're complete nerds, and then they
officially say "Okay, I'm celibate
now. No ladies for me. They
confuse the ledi mind."
|L: So you're saying that
being celibate is not always a
choice?
BYM: Do you really think
Yoda can get any ladies? 1 low
do lhe\ even know what he's
saying? I was with him once at
this bar in the Yorstin Nebula
— he was trying to talk to this
chick and he goes, "Pretty hot,
you are. Leave you with me,
you will." The girl just glared
at him for a minute, really
confused, and just walks away
without saying a word. Totally
classic.
)L: While we're on the subject of ladies, do you ever use
vour ledi mind trick?
BYM:Heh...uh...ldon't
know how to answer that...
|L: You did. didn't you?!
BYM: No.,.1 have never used
the ledi mind trick on ladies...

you will change the subject...
)L: No.. .you have never used
the ledi mind trick on ladies...!
will change the subject., .ahem.
Sorry, I don't know what came
over me there. So.wasAnakin
really as bad as the films made
him out to be?
BYM: Definitely not. You
know how films are — they
totally exaggerate things. The
people involved in the films
were just really jealous of
Anakin for being able to get a
girlfriend. And not just any girlfriend, but a queen, for crying
out loud.
|L: So he never turned evil or
anything like that?
BYM: No. it's completely
made up. If anything, ObiWan's the bad guy on this one.
He blew the whole situation out
of proportion. Anakin came
home one day and said "Hey
()hi. I met a beautiful girl! She's
totally a queen and she's really
into roe!" Irom that point,
Anakin and Obi-Wan started
to stop being friends so much.
They eventually got into a fight
over it.
|L Like In Episode IU?
BYM: Sort of. They got into

Illustrated by led Cans

a fight...alright, an argument.
Thai whole battle sequencenear the end of Episode III?
Never happened. Anakin does
not walk around in a suit these
days due to deformed body
features. Obi-Wan punched
Anakin in the shoulder and ran
off crying. Anakin had a bruise
for about two days.
II: Wow. So why is it so different in the movie?
BYM: Obi-Wan was involved
in the making of the movie version, and Anakin was shut out
of the production. So, Anakin
didn't get any input into the
movie. Therefore, Anakin gels
messed up in a volcano-planet,
which doesn't even exist, and
Amidala dies during the birth
of the twins Luke and Leia.
|L: Wait, so she's still alive???
BYM: Oh, yeah. Anakin,
Amidala, Luke and Leia have a
home in the Hulto system. I was
just there last week. Gorgeous
home — very big. Anakin jusl
got a high-paying job moving
ini ire factories with his mind.
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II.: Wow. I am blown away,
Ibis whole thing has been
really eye-opening for me. Is
there any final thing you'd like
to say?
i:VM:Uh, well, I'd jusl like to
say that we're not nerds. Yes, I
have a light saber, but I don't
carry it around with me. I use
it to make toast. We do not
dress like In the movies, lor the
record. I am wearing a T-shirt
and jeans. Obi-Wan and Yoda
do. So please, when you think
of a ledi. do not think of how
we are portrayed in the movies. Those people are equal lo
the people that play the game
Dungeons and Dragons on your
planet We are just people with a
gift — a totally kickin' gift.
)L: Thank you very much for
your lime.
BYM: Thank you for helping
me to gel the word out. Now,
if you'll excuse me, I've gol a
party lo getlo.
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Before You
Sign A Lease
Did you ever consider that when you sign a lease you may be responsible for your
roommates? If they do not pay you have to! If they cause damage you could be held
responsible. If your roommate does not pay their rent you could be evicted!
Not at The Enclave Apartments. We offer individual leasing by the bedspace.
You are only responsible for your rental installment. If your
roommate decides to skip we take the loss not you!
DON'T HAVE ROOMMATES? No problem.
We offer a roommate matching program! Call today to
find out more! Enjoy our resort style atmosphere and
amenities without the resort style price tag!
? (iv-edat
'a
'
7Jt<e Enccav-eKor two uea^s, and/tow
.PW.bV.iMK'Mf'JI/ltUmiMiS'X

ajor-Mna oat in their fatness center/
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NHL: HURRICANES CLAIM LORD STANLEY IN GAME SEVEN. PAGE 11

WEDNESDAY

Alan Brech has officially
signed a contract (o play for the
Burlington Indians in North
Carolina. Brech was BG's ace
pitcher last year, but will not be
returning for his senior season
after being selected in round 35
of the Mill draft. Burtington is
the rookie club for the Cleveland
Indians in the Appalachian
League.

June 21,
2006
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

'ALTON PACKS FIRST LN A FOUR PART SERIES

TURNING
TOWARDS
THE FUTURE
Following in the footsteps of Josh Harris
and Omar Jacobs is no easy task, but this
sophomore is poised and ready to lead
By lohn Turner
SPORTS E0ltO»

In the seventh grade. Anthony Turner could only dream of being a
quarterback. A self described "chubby little kid" at the time, Turner
seemed more likely to end up on the offensive line then to be
protected by it. Right years later, he found himself as the starting
QB for Bowling Green, eager to deliver his first Mid-American
Conference championship.
Turner is no stranger to success. In his junior year at
Dayton Chaminade-lulienne Catholic I ligh School.
Turner quarterbacked his team to a state title. In the
championship game, Turner's team defeated Sagamore
Hills, the team which BG running back
Dan Macon played for.
"It was shocking," Turner said. "When we won it
was a dream come true. I felt like it was one of
those movies."
In his time at Chaminade-lulienne, Turner played
both football and basketball, lettering in each his sophomore year. At that time, the road to a Division I school
seemed paved with gold, until an accident before the start of his
senior season.
During a tackling drill, Turner tore the lateral muscle in his throwing shoulder, putting a temporary halt
on his chances of playing college ball. It was an injury that frustrated Turner, because he was letting his
team down in the passing game.
"I tackled someone I shouldn't have, and then we had to hand the ball off a lot at the start of the season,"
Turner said. "It was tough.''
He was able to recover from the injury and return to the field in time to be signed by Gregg Brandon
and the Falcons.
But for someone who had only been starting at QB for three years, the adjustment to the college
game was a difficult one for Turner.
"The speed of the game changes In college — everybody's fast," Turner said. "In high school I could
outrun line backers and defensive ends, now I'm just like 'what are these guys doing next
to me already?'"
Luckily for Turner, he had the fortune of playing behind one of the best quarterbacks the
school has ever seen in Omar Jacobs.
"Playing behind Omar was great," Turner said. "You learn so much because he's
half athlete, half teacher."
When Jacobs left the school to enter the NFL draft, Turner had no choice but to
emerge from the shadow he had been in since arriving to school two years ago.
Unfortunately for Turner, when he came out of the shadows, he found himself in a
negative light following an incident in which he and a former teammate were found
in possession of marijuana in an on campus parking lot.
"He's a good kid, and I think sometime you don't know what decision to make at
that age," said Turner's mother, Robin Osborne. "Still, you have to make the best of
whatever decision it is you choose."
As a result of his indiscretion, Turner will be forced to sit out the season opener
against Wisconsin at the Cleveland Browns Stadium on September 2.
Now, for the second time in his athletic career, Turner finds himself unable to help his
teammates when they will need him most.
"Not playing in a game like that, knowing I can't help my team, it hurts," Turner said. "It's
something where you live, you grow, and you learn from it."
Despite his absence in game one, Turner is focused on the rest of the schedule, which is one
of the toughest Bowling Green has seen in recent years. Aside from the Wisconsin game, an inexperienced Falcon squad will take on Ohio State on the road and only has four games at Doyt Perry
Stadium all season.
"I'm looking forward to the schedule for the challenge," Turner said. "A lot of people don't think we'll
be good next year because we lost so many guys. Yes we're young, but we're talented."
When he takes the field in game two against Buffalo, Turner said he will be doing it for the
same two people he always does — his mother and grandmother.
"I'm definitely playing for my mom and my grandmother out on the field, with help from the man
upstairs," Turner said. "They pretty much raised me through the first half of my life."
Turner described his mother as the major source of inspiration in his life, whether she's nagging
him to work harder or wishing him luck on the football field.
Before every game, his mother tells him to "play hard, play smart and play safe," reminding her son that
he has a special responsibility as quarterback.
"Being as Anthony is a QB, everybody's counting on him," Osborne said. "If you play hard, smart and
safe, everything will just fall into place."
When not on the field, Turner's favorite way to unwind is to be on his Xbox playing "NBA Live," "Fight
Night Round-3" or "NCAA Football 2006," which is his favorite game.
Why would anyone who spends entire days on the field, thinking non-stop about football return
home, only to play it on a video game?
"It's the life I live," Turner said. "Whenever you go to a D-I school to play football, it's always on
your mind."
Another thing weighing on Turner's mind is returning to championship glory, something he
experienced as a red-shirt freshman behind Jacobs when Bowling Green won the M.A.C. championship.
From that time on, Turner has had two goals: Deliver a conference championship and
graduate.
Until he achieves both of these, his work is not done, he said.
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World Cup
puts racism
problems on
center stage
DJ.
JOHNSON
Columnist

Think bade to the 1998 NBA
finals when the Utah Jazz
were trying to prevent the
(Chicago Hulls from winning
three straight league championships lor the second time in
ice cut memory.
Son know, the one where
Hryon Russell's fame was eternallj cemented for his unsuci essful defensive stint against
Mil had Ionian. That one.
Try to imagine the following hypothetical situation.
After Ionian faked Russell and
essentially ended the series.
Salt Lake City goes into an
emotional uproar. Upset that
Russell blew their opportunity
to w in their first championship
ever, the Delta (."enter blows up.
Kut instead of just being
angry. Salt Lake City starts
Kissing around I lie "N" word
in reference to both Russell
and teammate Karl Malone.
Russell's own fans start grunting like apes as a reference to
the lack of evolution within '
tin' black community. In the
following year, imagine posters with pictures of Russell
and Malone in the arena with
accentuated lips and bodily
figures resembling gorillas.
That's really hard to imagine.
In fact, the aforementioned
anecdote is, in our day and age,
nearly impossible. It's quite
possible tiiat the NAACP would
work to have all of Salt Lake
City shut down
Welcome, my friends, to
European soccer, where this
exact same situation can easily
transpire without anyone really thinking twice about it. The
only difference between the
hypothetical situation between
(Chicago and Utah versus the
WORLD CUP, PAGE 11
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BG welcomes new athletic director
By John Turner
SNOTS EMUX

With the media, coaches
and his family looking on,
(Ireg (Christopher wore a BG
baseball cap and a smile
at a press conference last
Wednesday as president
Sidney Ribeau declared
him the new athletic director of KCSU.
Despite
the
excitement from those in attendance, no one could match
enthusiasm put forth by
Christopher himself,
"We arc thrilled and
excited to be Falcons now,
and we are certainly excited to be here in Bowling
Green," he said. "This is a
terrific community for the
family, and Bowling Green,
as Dr. Ribeau has alluded
to, has a rich tradition in
athletics."
Both Ribeau and l:.d
Whipple. vice president of
Student Affairs, were in
charge of making the final
decision on the position.
"We were looking for sincerity, intelligence, a high
energy level and we were
looking for someone who
could help us build upon
what we have done in football, basketball, volleyball
swimming, and all of our
sports - to build upon that
as we move forward into
the future," Ribeau said.
"The person that we have
Jordan Flower BGNews
selected, Greg Christopher,
WARM WELCOME: Coaches and members of the media welcomed new athletic director Greg Christopher in a press conference on June 14.
fills all of those qualificaAlthough the prospect of hands out degrees in leaderChristopher does not actutions and adds value in
having an athletic director ship, because, when it comes
ally begin his duties as athletic
other ways."
director until July 24. When
Christopher was chosen
who was able to raise large down lo it, that's what you are
amounts of money was entic- teaching in intercollegiate athhe does, he will face the difover Whit Babcock from West
ing, Ribeau and Whipple saw letics; leadership for thai next
ficult task of raising enough
Virginia University.
more than just dollar signs level. In today's society, that is
funds here at Bowling Green to
Christopher will be leavwhen they looked at the new absolutely critical."
upgrade facilities like Anderson
ing his positions at Purdue
"1 believe, very strongly, in
A.D.'s resumed
Arena and the BG Ice Arena.
University as Associate Athletic
"I think, when it comes to
"We were looking for some- what athletics can do for a
Director and John Purdue Club
one who understood the true young person when it's done
fund raising, it's about buildDirector after nine years as a
GREG CHRISTOPHER
meaning of student athlete," right," Christopher added.
ing relationships with people
Boilermaker.
Coming into his tenure at
Christopher will be replacing ward and go to that next level.
Ribeau said. "So. we were lookand then having the discipline
ing for someone who under- outgoing athletic director, Paul The first step is going to be to
to ask for money," he said.
Bowling Green, (Christopher
stood that delicate balance Krehs. Krobs left Bowling (ireen define what thai next level is,
"Resources are tight; it doesn't
has been highly touted for his
mailer whether you are in the
ability to fund raise. Under his
between a student and an ath- in the spring to accept a simi- and go from there."
lete, and what that means for lar position at the University
leadership last year. Purdue was
Despite the impact left by
Big Ten (Conference, ihe Midof New Mexico. The new A.D. Paul Krebs. coaches in attenan athletic program."
American Conference, or any
able to raise over SIT million in
total giving for athletics.
Christopher also showed a knows he has some big shoes dance also couldn't help hut
conference."
keen interest in giving student lo fill, but welcomes the chal- be impressed by what the new
athletes something other than lenge nonetheless.
athletic director brings to the
"Paul left a high bar to fol- table for BGSU.
a degree to take with them
low, and that's a good thing,"
when they leave BG.
"Paul Krcbs did a fantastic job
"Dr. Ribeau is the guy that Christopher said. "This is a — we're committed to somegets to hand out the diplo- solid foundation, it's a solid one who could continue or al

ALCONS.COM
SU TICKET

"/ believe strongly
in what athletics
can do for a young
person when it's
done right."

artment*
MfflfifS/
r Kent!

mas," Christopher said. "But I
also like to think thai athletics

athletic department, and really, the only thing to do is go for-
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615 SECOND STREET - Two Bedroom.

Efficiencies

Furn. or Unfurn. One bath.

451THURSTIN - Across from Offenhauer.

One Year - Two Person Rate • $520

Furn. w/ full bath, stove & refrigerator.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $365

School Year -Two Person Rate- $620

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn, One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590

1 Bedroom Apartments

One Year -Two Person Rate - $490

517 REED STREET ■ MThurstin.

701 FOURTH STREET

Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath.

Furn. or Unfurn, Two bdrm.

School Year - One Person Rate- $465

One bath w/Vanity in each bdrm.

One Year - One Person Rate - $400

School Year -Two Person Rate- $620

707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom.
Furn, or Unfurn, One bath.

One Year -Two Person Rate - $520
835 FOURTH STREET

School Year - One Person Rate- $395

Furn. or Unfurn, Two Bedroom.

One Year - One Person Rate - $350

School Year -Two Person Rate- $580

825 THIRD STREET -Pets Allowed!

One Year - Two Person Rate $480

Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.

840-850 SIXTH STREET

School Year - One Person Rate- $465

Furn. or Unfurn, Two Full baths.

One Year • One Person Rate $410

School Year -Two Person Rate- $640

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

Furn. or Unfurn, One bdrm, One Bath.

810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH; 818 SEV-

School Year - One Person Rate- $385

ENTH

One Year - One Person Rate - $350

Furn. ot Unfurn, One Bath & Hall Vanity.

839 SEVENTH STREET
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.

equired Student Insurance

School YeSr-Two Person Rate $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470

School Year - One Person Rate- $460

831 SEVENTH

One Year - One Person Rate - $395

Furn. or Unfurn, One Bath & Hall Vanity.

2 Bedroom Apartments

CflECK OUT
/■

School Year -Two Person Rate- $555
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480

505CLOUGH-8etadttrto's.

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

Two Furn. or Unfurn, One bath & Vanity.

Unfurnished, 11/2 baths, Dishwasher.

School Year - Two Person Rate $620

School Year-Two Person Rate- $630

One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

One Year-Two Person Rate - $530

:

:—

• Contact your insurance company to review your coverage
• Go to www.bgsu.edu/studentinsurance to review the BGSU
Offered Student Insurance Plan and coverage
• Compare coverage and cost to your plan
• Must have your insurance card to complete waiver
• To waive or enroll go to "My BGSU" and click on "Student
Insurance Requirement" along the left side bar

with $250 Nonrefundable pet deposit at these locations:
831 Seventh, 841 Eighth, 777, 733,755 Manvllle,
825 Third, 802 Sixth & 725 Ninth

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH (Located Across From Taco Bell)
RENTAL OFFICE: 419-354-2260
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 - 5:30 Saturday
www.johnnewlovefealesta:
i

• Check the two boxes and click the "Waive or Enroll" button
• If not waived by July 1, your bursar bill will reflect a $1,234
charge for the BGSU Offered Student Insurance Plan.

ALL BGSU Students can use the Student Health Service.
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Soccer needs change
outside of the sport. Because
there's no "racism police," like
American organizations such as
real-life situations happening
the NAACP to patrol this issue,
in places like Spain and Italy
the problem continues to thrive.
is that while Russell might
Soccer is simply a media-recbe called derogatory names
ognized manifestation oi this
because be failed Utah, darkspectacle.
skinned minorities are called
With that being said, FIFA and
derogatory names simply
the game of soccer are in the
because ihcy arc dark-skinned
best position to help alleviate
minorities.
this problem without internaHy now, the despicable situtional bloodshed.
ations happening in some of
This is because soccer is
I urope's more modernized
countries have been well-docu- the quintessential staple of a
country's prideand nationalism
mented. The image of Ivory
outside of the United States. A
Coast native and Italian soccer
baseball player could be booed
player Marc Zoro picking up
for making a tail
the live ball In the
play here stateside,
middle of a game
"By
now,
the
but an individual
as Iris own tans
despicable
can be killed for
heckled him with
blowing a big
"monkey "chants
situations
has been plastered
World Cup game
happening
In other countries
mi every news
outlet imaginable.
around the world.
in
some
of
Needless to say.
Carlos Kamenl,
Europe's more so i ei Is a big part
a native of
who Europeans
Cameroon who
modernized of
are.
plays for one of
countries
have
Spain's dub team.
FIFA must take
a firm stance and
and French striker
been well
capitalize on this
Thierry Henry
documented." fact. By adopting a
who, if not the
zero-tolerance polbest player in the
icy with the fans,
world, isoneuf the
small yet significant steps can be
globe's elite, have been two of
taken to help Europe realize how
mam minority soccer players
unacceptable their racist behavwho have spoken out against
ior really is. I laving fans arrested
Europe's unabashed racism.
ami fining these individuals
I he problem, however, isn't
helps tackle the problem on a
i hat III A officials don't care.
micro level. Investigating tans
Bven many of the players themfrom certain areas and punish
selves recognize the problem;
Ing those respective teams will
in Zero's situation, it was two of
bis opponents who tried consol- encourage these I,ins In refrain
ing the young Ivory (loast rialIve from partaking in this repuland getting the fans to quit their sive behavior. Even imposing a
short-term sabbatical would be
abuse.
a radical step that would cause
On the other hand, the probtemporary disarray across the
lem is so universal that there's
very little that FIFA can da With land, yet get the point across thai
racism will no longer [>e tolerso few blacks in Europe, and
ated as common practice.
without a disgusting history ol
Granted, it's only a few places
ruthless slavei v in force Europe
that are really having these
to clean up their act. racism
problems. And its really bard to
is obviously nowhere neat as
make any modern-day comparitaboo as it is here in the slates.
sons between the Nazi-) ielded
Sadly, the problem doesn't
racism of Europe and the racism
lie within soccer; this form of
that is used as the basis of stand
prejudice is a continental pheup comedy here in the U.S. But
nomenon.
it this issue is not properly and
I offer a lew unique critiques
adequately addressed, then the
about the entire situation.
"beautiful game" of soccer will
Soccer cannot take the blame
be tainted and looked down
for this situation. It is far too
upon by the world powers who
eaS) and extremely inaccurate
realize how disgusting racism
to say that "soccer fans" arc the
really is.
ones wlio are perpetuating this
overt racism. It's important to
Send comments to D.l nl
reiterate that this problem is a
dai'idjat'bgsu.edti
widespread epidemic that exists
WORLD CUP, FROM PAGE 10

Karl Dablaker
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CELEBRATION: Carolina came away with a championship after their second trip to the Stanley Cup finals in franchise history.

Canes clinch cup in seven
Carolina holds off Edmonton for
first Stanley Cup in team history
By Paul Nevrderry
ItiE ASSOCIATED PRSSS

RALEIGH,
N.C. — Rod
Brind'Amour lifted the Stanley
Cup above his head, tears ol
joy creaming down his face.
This one was for the captain
and all those Carolina old-iimers whose names are going on
hockey's most revered trophy
for the first time.

Of course, they couldn't have

done it without the kid.
Rookie goalie Cam Ward
stopped nearly everything thai
came his way. finishing off a
brilliant playoffs with a rocksolid performance in Game 7.
The Hurricanes skated away
with their first Stanley Cup
title, beating Edmonton i-l
in the winner-take-all finale
Monday night.
"It's just surreal.' said
Brind'Amour, the teams 35year-old captain, his eyes still
red after he left ice. "The guys
on this team have been through
years and years ol heartache
After game six, I knew I here's
no way we were letting this go.
Too many guys on this team
deserve it.
A couple of low-scoring
defenseman. I'rantisek Kaherle
and Aaron Ward, put Carolina
ahead. lustin Williams finished off the Oilers, scoring
an empty-net goal with 1:01
remaining after Edmonton
playoff star Fernando Pisani
broke up Cam Ward's shutout
early in the third.
Oilers defenseman Chris
I'ronger, a stalwart throughout the playoffs, gave up the
puck in the Carolina /one and
wound up making a helpless
dive to block Williams' gimme
into the goal that had been
vacated by )ussi Markkanen in
favor of an extra skater.
Bret Hedican, among the
contingent of 30-something

players who had never won
the cup. leaped for joy after
Williams' shot went in. I he
crowd i>t near!) 19,000, which
stood throughout the game.
went into .i frenzy.
In the return ofhocke] after
a season-ruining lockout, the
cup went to tobacco Road
[territory, best known lor college basketball and NASCAR
racing.

"I can't describe It," said
i ledlcan, who losi in two previous trips to the finals. "Both
times were gut-wrenching I've
got the scars, lint tonight, all
that work, all that hard work,
and our team winning: it all
paid off."
Itpaidoff, too, forClen Wesley,
I )oug Weight and Ray Whitney,
Vlong wiih Brind'Amour and
Hedican, thej bad been in the
league for a total of 78 seasons
without winning the < up.
Now. they'll all get their
names on it. Weight, who didn't
plaj because ofan Injured right
shoulder, put on his uniform
and came out to hoist the trophy. It leaned a bit toward his
right side, but be didn't come
close in dropping it.
He and the others waited too
long to let it slip away.
"I still can't believe it," said
Wesley, a :I7 year-old defenseman who might retire now
Iii.il In' has bis title. "It honestly
feels like a dream to me."
Ward, the Conn Smythe
Trophy winner as the most
valuable player in the playoffs,
wasn't even Carolliias No. 1
goalie ai the beginning of the
postseason, but the 22-year-old
rookie got the call when Martin
Gerber struggled in an opening
round against Montreal,
The young star wound
up winning more games in
the playoffs (Ijl than he did
backing up (rcrber during the

"Theguys on this team have been through
years and years of heartache. After game
six, I knew there was no way we're going
to let tin's go. Too many guys on this team
deserve it."
ROD BRIND'AMOUR. CAROLINA HURRICANES

regular season (14).
" I be kid came in when
we were down ami out."
Brind'Amour said. "He brought
us to life. Goaltending wins
championships, make no mistake about it. We bad the best
goalie in the playoffs."
The Hurricanes were bom
in the old World Hockej
Association as the Bostonbased New England whalers
and entered the Mil in 1979
playing out of I lartford. When
their demands for a new arena
were turned aside, the train
headed south in 1997.
I be first two years in
Carolina were a dismal experi-

ence, the team lorccd to pla\
no miles awaj in Greensboro
while a new arena was built in
Raleigh. So, tcu fans tinned up
in the beginning that the upper
dci k u.lsi ml.lined oil
NOW, the Hurricanes are
champions, capitalizing on
their second trip in the finals,

I our years ago, they were beaten in five games by Detroit.
I hi' Oilers have nothing to
be ashamed of. becoming the
first eighth-seeded team to
make the finals under the cut
rent format. Hut they tailed to
bring Canada iis first chamHOCKEY. PAGE 12

KieamontfApariments]
IJNDKR RENOVATION
Located On the Corner of 8th and High Street

GREAT AFFORDABLE RATES

He**1-"

Extra Benefits:

*3 Carpet
<3 Range & Hood
3ifr Refrigerators
,:
ii* Lighting Fixtures w/ Fan
i^J Closet Organizers
*h=i» Kitchen Vinyl
86 Panel Bi Fold Closet Doors
<u> Bedroom & Bathroom Doors

Laundry Facilities on-site
Spacious Bedrooms
Nice, Quiet Area
Newly Painted
Cherrywood Health Spa on-site
includes heated indoor swimming pool,
whirlpool, sauna, and locker room facilities I

All Leasers Have

■*J*»ft

MrWlMWullUiiatt,
| SEE US FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRSl

OFF

10%

ANY SERVICE
PERFORMED

Vie*

^^

06**0}

WITH STUDENT I.D.

HUH
MEMBERSHIP
Privileges to
Cherrywood
Health Spa

■ .i/ '-ii/ni'. MottCWViM ■,-.'''">>■<

We Offer Complete Automotive Repair

A« Condluonlnl • Brakes ■ Exhaust • General Maintenance • Hearing 4 Cooling
LuM/Oil/Fliter ■ Snocka A Struts • Stating & Cnargmg • And Much Morel
Btuhe A, EllUMt Inspections Are Always FREE!

«m;i,i.'.n.iii'i,ii.">'.7.i.:.rritUsT»
Bowling Green
(419)383-2444
Tfcflyi
1087 S. Main Street
Man. - Fit. 8O0>m - 6:00pm
Set. 8:00nm • 4:00pm

O
■4

Payments Made Easy
We accept Visa, Mastercard, Cash or Check
Preferred Properties Co.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL OR VISIT US ON THE WEB:

419-352-9378
www.PreferredPropertiesCo.com

OFFICE HOURS

Mon-Fri: 8-12 & 1-4:30
Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St.

smins
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Christopher brings
new energy to BG
CHRISTOPHER, FROM PAGE 10

Jordan flower

RIGHT MAN FOR THE JOB: Sidney Ribeau stresses the important.

Conference lies, graduating from Miami (OH)
build on thai," said Fred University in 1988 with a
Thompson, die im-n's SOCbachelor's degree in Mass
i. h 'He's going to Communication.
For his family, the move
help lake lilt1 proguin lo
from West Lafayette to
[he nexl level."
W li e n
Rowling Green
asked
about
"It would be is thrilling, but
the
upcom
nonenice to beat difficult
i n ji
season
theless.
Christopher
the Badgers,
openei against
comes
to
u isconsIni
whether
Howling Green
( hri st op her
with bis wife,
you're
had to laugh,
considering lie
Tina,
from
wearing
Leetonia, oil.
regular!) laced
The couple
Black and
the school as a
Big leu rival al
has a tenCold
or
Purdue.
year-old son,
Orange and Zachary, and
li would be
two daughters,
nil e to beat the
Brown."
Megan
and
Badgers, whethAllison, ages
er you're wearGREG CHRISTOPHER
ing Black and
eight and six.
"We
knew
Gold or Brown
and Orange," Christopher this day would come." Tina
said.
said. "I It- went to Purdue in
I lie
new
director hopes of ihf move as A.O.
also has Mid-American to a Division I school. It's

Paul Chiasson AP Photo

SWEET VICTORY: After the team headed south from Hartford in 1997,
the Hurricanes delivered Carolina it's first Stanley Cup.

Rookie goalie claims
Conn Smythe Trophy
HOCKEY. FROM PAGE 11

T O W N H O M E
COMMUNITIES, LLP

Simplifying Life,
Maximizing Potential
$500 SIGNING

PHASi

BEDROOMS

REDUCED RATES FOR BOTH PHASES
WW OFFERING A LIMITED NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL LEASES*
NOW OFFERING A LIMITED NUMBER OF 9 MONTH LEASES*

We really do have it all.
Come over today and see
just how much we can improve
your college experience.

pion since Montreal in 1993,
or Edmonton its first cup since
1990, when the remnants of t lit
Grctzky-Messier-Colfcy I uhr
dynasty won tbt lasi of iis Bve

dues in seven years.

Might from the start, Carolina
seized the momentum with the
sort of energy and passion that
had been missing since Game 5.
Erik Cole dflivered a big hit
at center ice to force Edmonton
into a turnover, and Matt
Cullen took off the other way
with the puck. He swept in on
Markkanen, who made a good
save off his chest.
But Mark liecchi, another
member of the 30-SOrnethlng

I'isani came through again,
scoring his playoff-leading 14th
goal by crashing the net to knock
in a rebound at 1 ;03 of the third.
Markkanen had another strong
Came with 24 saves, several of club whose only championthem dazzling.
ship came 15 years ago, passed
It wasn't enough.
out from behind the rift and
"It's just a matter of a lew the puck ricocheted to Aaron
bounces, and that's
Ward moving in
n lhe
the
difference
"It's
just
a
{""
P°mt "i;
today," Markkanen
■*
.
heat the screened
said. "They were just
matter Oj a
Markkanen with a
sla
a little bll better.'1
few
bounces,
p ,*?« ,hrnugh
The series looked
,
a hall-dozen playand
as if ii would be a
ers milling about in
rout when Carolina
front of the goal.
that's
the
rallied from a threeIt
was
the
difference Hurricanes' first
goal deficit lo win
Game 1 and blew
score in 95:01, since
today."
out the Oilers 5
the second period of
0 in Game 2. The IUSSI MARKKANEN.
Game 5.
EDMONTON OILERS
Oilers also had to
Carolina thought
cope with the loss of
il had another goal
playoff star Dwayne
in the filial seconds
lioloson, who had played ever) of the period when CraigAdams
minute of the postseason in backhanded a bouncing puck
goal until he wen) out with a off and over Markkanen, who
knee injury in the opener.
lost sight of it flipping toward the
But. led by Markkanen and net. Defenseman Steve Staios
Pisani, the Oilers rebounded dove into the goal and touched
from a 3-1 deficit. They pulled it with his right glove, enough
out an overtime win in Carolina to slop play on a delayed penwith the cup somewhere in alty call even though the puck
the bowels of the RUG Center, appeared to cross the line with
waiting to be handed out if the 4.1 seconds left.
Hurricanes won.
Carolina finally made it 2-0
Edmonton returned home with just over four minutes
and blew out Carolina 4-0 in gone in the second. Kaberle
Game li.
fired a slap shot over a divThat's where the comeback ing Edmonton defenseman
ended. Hrind'Amour made sure lason Smith, whose sweater
ofthat.urgingon his teammates appeared to catch part of
to finish what they started.
the puck and cause it to dip
"He's the leader of this learn," under Markkanen's left pad
Cam Ward said. "Once again, when he had his glove out to
he came up huge for us."
make llit save.

f '^FREDDIE FALCON
toore- a paper-macka head

eaten by mice
over fk& suninrerf

PiopertiesCo.

Houses That Feel Like Homes
www pffarrmdpropertiatco com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Fox Ron Apis.
• Mini Mall Apts.
• Piedmont "Under Renovation" • Triplex
• Updated Birchwood
small pels allowed

• Houses

See our website or
call for more derails

juiMsersJave CHERRYWOOD
RATES!

SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

mm.

fill

" HEALTH SPA
■-

> Indoor Health Pool
• Ntwly Renovated
» Niw iquiprr.tn!

■lltlllMtt .s„„„.*

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri:SI2& 14 30 San 102
530 S MopleSl «1*-lS3-*17a

PLAYING IN BG: Some
familiar places can be
fun throughout the year,
PAGE 14
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SUMMER FUN IN THE SUN: The Portage Quarry is always a popular place on a nice day to work on your tan. The long beach is occupied with people looking to take a mini vacation in a more relaxing atmosphere

Paradise lies on South Dixie

Portage Quarry is a
summer vacation for
students taken classes
By Matt Manning
POISE EOIIOR

Warm sandy beach and crystal
clear water may be closer than
you think, Paradise is known as a
state of mind, but to some college
student's, paradise lies just outside of downtown Bowling Green
on South Dixie I lighway. With a
warm sandy beach and crystalclear water, the Portage Quarry
Recreation Club Inc. has attracted
a great population of students
mostly, through word-of-mouth,
who wish to seek refuge from outside of the dassnx >m.
"My class time has really
messed-up my Quarry time,"
Chris Weisenbarger, senior, said.
"I really wanted to go today, but 1
can't because of classes."
Weisenbarger said that the
Quarry offers a perfect opportunity to enjoy your summer vacation.
"I go for the ladies, and plus,
it's something to do," he said.

"It's a good place to hang out tion of sorts, according to laux.
But this local paradise's beginwith friends, relax and hang out
nings weren't so sunny.
outdoors."
Tlie owner, Jeff Rice, bought
Lindsay Laux, senior, visits the
Quarry around once a week to the Quarry back in 1962 whet) its
primary use for over 20
soak in the sun. She
years was mining. At the
said that thegrounds
"My
class
time he said the propare a nice change of
erty was occupied with
time has
pace compared to
"nasty stuff," promptthe bar scene.
really
ing Rice to use the first
"You don't realmessed up five years for cleaning
ize you're at BG...
the area
What's nice is there's
my Quarry upSince
62', the Quarry
not a lot of people or
time."
has seen a developit being to crowded.
ment that accomIt's almost like you're
modates any need
in your own backCHRIS
for summer activities
yard," she said.
WEISENBARGER.
including three fullStudents have
SENIOR
sized sand volleyball
grown to use the
courts,
picnic areas, a
beach and the surlarge camping site and
roundingattractions
that compliment the as a sum- a certified scuba diving facility.
Scuba diving is one of the bigmer haven. Comhole is one of the
most popular activities, where big ger attracdons to the Quarry, a
groups crowd around a set playing school bus small cars, an airplane,
almost a tournament-style game a motorcycle, boats, a semi-cab
while reaching into their coolers and a tractor trailer all lay among
the depths of the water.
for another round of beers.
These objects and large fish that
This is what many consider to
be a local paradise, almost a vaca- swim around are what drives peo-

ple to the underwater experience.
The Quarry has been a certified
Professional Association of Dive
Instructors resort for over 25 years
and Rice has been a PADI instructor for over 25 years.
For the full scuba experience.
the Quarry offers a full scuba shop
equipped with anything a diver
needs to get the most out of the
underwater experience
But students still go for that fun
in the sun with (heir friends.
"During the summer, about 60
percent [of visitors! arc students,"
Rice said. "It's a great place to go
because it gets them away from
their studies."
He goes on to say that he's
noticed dial several students
use the area to leant outside the
classroom.
"Guys that come out study bikinis. Girls come out to study die
guys," he said.
Another feanire the Quarry has
the separates itself is the location
alongside die Slippery Elm Trail.
Slippery Elm Trail, which stretches
13.5 miles, is ideal for walking jogging bicycling or roller Hading.

Mike Schell

B(JN»WS

ALMOST LIKE VACATION: People use their time for water activities
The Quarry also hosts numerous events throughout the summer that cater to the adventurous.
The annual Sledgefcst takes place
on die first Saturday of August and
includes bands such as Sledge,
Bancroft, Goiter Jelly. Crazy Eddie,
Kronis, Student Loan and also a
battle of the bands.
Blowout on July 1 is another live
music event that brings in hands

such as the Gorman Project,
It's Essential, Catch Pole, Shell
Shock and Mongruels
Also on this summer's agenda is the LegendsEest Weekend,
where several of the most wellknown names in scuba diving will be on-hand and also
a Guinness Book of World
Records mark will he set

Therapy trend: cuddling City Garden
Self esteem boost comes from physical contact with Cuddle Party
By Addie Curtis
RCPORIER

Ohio residents have a chance to
meet refreshing new people and
put their cuddling experiences
to use in Columbus.
On July 13, Kristen Kaufman
will lead a structured, safe workshop on boundaries, communication, intimacy and affection
entitled "Cuddle Party."
According to its' Web site,
Cuddle Party is a drug and alcohol-free way to meet fascinating people in a relaxing environment, which was started
by Marcia Baczynski and Reid
Mihalko.
A new addition to Cuddle
Party is facilitator training.
Facilitator training is where
Mihalko and Baczynski work
with interested people and
train them using proper communication skills in order for
them to run their own Cuddle
Parties in their area.
Kaufman heard about Cuddle
Party on the radio and went to

New York shortly after to meet ness for the duo. Mihalko and
Baczynski and Mihalko. She Baczynski are from New York
wanted to start Cuddle Party up City, but they try to get to workin her hometown of Columbus shops around the United States
so she trained for six months when they can.
and returned home as a certiMarcia Baczynski, co-creator
fied Cuddle Party facilitator.
of Cuddle Party is pleased with
the responses that
"I did a session in Cincinnati
they have received.
"When
I
recently because
"1 don't think this
they have begun to leave Cuddle business would have
show great interest
off the ground
Party I feel gotten
in Cuddle Party,"
if it weren't for the
like I know positive response
said
Kaufman.
from the first group
"Any group of
the others we
people interested
had," Baczynski
that were said.
can contact us and
Since early 2004
we will go there to
there."
facilitate a session
this playful workshop
AMBER
0RAH00D
with them."
has been a place for
people to rediscover
Cuddle
Party
taking place in
non-sexual touch and
Northwest Ohio is not out of the affection and a space to reframe
question but simply depends on assumptions about men and
the response from residents in women according to the Web
site.
the area.
What started off as an
The Cuddle Parties usually
experiment for their friends last three and a half hours and
turned into a successful busi- include between 10 and 20 par-

ticipants.
The First hour is called a welcome circle and it is a workshop
for the people involved. The
facilitator goes over the rules
and boundaries and ways in
which to communicate yes and
no to other participants.
The remaining two and a
half hours is where the participants get a chance to put what
they were taught to use said
Baczynski.
Accounting Representative
Amber Orahood has attended
three Cuddle Parties in the last
couple of months. She said each
one has been a great experience that has helped expand
her communication skills.
"When I leave Cuddle Party,
I feel like I know the others that
were there," Orahood said. "For
me, I was nervous when I went
to the first one, but the welcome
circle lays it all out and helps
you feel comfortable."
The main rules of Cuddle
CUDDLE. PAGE 15

hosts art fest
The Crosby Festival
is one of the most
anticipated events

By lessica Zamarnpa
IEP0R1EI

Flowers can sometimes be
found in works of art, but what
happens when you find works
of art in the flowers?
The
Toledo
Botanical
Garden, which hosts theCrosby
Festival of the Arts, is one place
to experience a mixing of many
forms of art, from painting and
scuplture to woodworking and
jewelry.
The festival celebrates the
many forms of art in ways that
allow everyone from children
to experts to enjoy it.
It kicks off on Friday night
with a preview party, which is
a ticketed event. The festival,
one of the most celebrated
events in Northwest Ohio,
starts Saturday and continues

through Sunday, with a price of
S7 per day or S10 for a weekend
pass.
A variety of children's activities, performing arts and food
vendors are just a few of the
things people can expect to see
at the festival in addition to
the artwork, according to lanet
Schroeder.executivedirectorof
the Toledo Botanical Garden.
"It's a great way to introduce
children into art and art experiences," Schroeder said.
Children don't have to sit
still or stay quiet to enjoy the
art, and they are free to walk
around and look at everything,
according to her.
This year's festival will have
a special treat in the form of
a kiss.
A 26-foot long, 12-foot tall
Hershey Kissmoblie, topped
with three enormous Hershey
Kisses, will be making an appearance thus year to hand out chocCROSBY, PAGE 15
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Plaoes to Play

All the best places for Bowling Green new-comers to golf, game and get your groove on
<gamer's lounge>:

The Windmills:

Location: Corner of Last Wooster and South College
Hours of operation: 2 p.m. to 12 a.m. daily.
In this particular store, you can find a wide variety of fantasy card games. What makes
this place unique is the giant row of computers set up for the specific reason of online local
area network games. One can play a multiplayer game like Medal Of Honor and be shooting at the person sitting at the computer next to them. Additionally, this particular store
has a collection of new comic books available for sale. Thirsty or hungry? Well, < gamer's
lounge > also sells cans of soda and frozen pizzas to munch on during those long Magic:
The Gathering tournaments. Finally, < gamer's lounge > occasionally holds a lock-in from
12 a.m. to 4 a.m. During a lock-in you get free pizza and soda and you play games all night
long.

OC dames:
Location Last Wooster, in the strip of stores containing Subway, SBX and Myle's Pizza.
This store sells new and used video games of all consoles, includingGamecube, Playstation
and the new XBOX 360. They also buy your old used stuff. Additionally, they also buy and
sell used DVDs, so if you're looking to get rid of your Star Wars Episodes I-III DVDs, here is
where to go. Finally, they sell video game consoles including the (lame Boy Advanced and
the Nintendo 1)S system. This is a must stop for any gamer, to buy or sell. Any system, any
games, they may have what
ou are looking for possibly
or a cheaper cost. Places
like C+C Games are turning BG into a serious gamers
dreams.

I

CR
Exchange:
Hours of operation: Noon to
9 p.m. Monday-Saturday, Noon
to 6 p.m. Sunday.
Location: Corner of East
Woosler and South Prospect.
This store's concentration
is to buy and sell used I )\ IK
They also have a large selection of new and used video
games of all consoles, new
and old, including die original
Nintendo, the Super Nintendo,
and Ihe Sega Genesis. They
also sell fantasy game playing cards and a wide variety of
used CDs, casselte tapes and
VI IS tapes.

When you look outside of the windows on the west side of Offenhauer Towers, you can
see several large windmills looming in die background. They are only a few miles away, but
they look like they come from a differant world. I low many people know about the alternative fuel source used to generate power in Bowling Green? Probably not many.
Anyways, what makes this a cool place to hang out is not the fact that you can go learn
about how wind power works. The windmills are located pretty far off of the beaten path,
so it is a peaceful place to go read a book, do some studying, or have a picnic with friends. It
is easy to get lost in your own thoughts while staring at the hundred foot blades moving at
nearly two hundred miles an hour. Furthermore, since die plant is located so far from the
city, there is a gorgeous view of the stars at night. And you might just get some extra credit
for Astronomy class if you tell your professor about the shooting stars you saw there.
This well kept secret is pretty easy to find. Drive east on Wooster Street until it becomes
Bowling Green Road. When the road dead ends, take a right at die fork. The windmills are
located at the powe r plant on the right side of the road.

Metamorphosis:
Metamorphosis is a fascinating statue located
on old campus. For those who are still unaware
of its ware-a-bouts, it is located at the west side
of campus near West Hall and is right across
from the Administration Building. It is meant to
signify the ever-changing stages of life.
However, if you study this work of art long
enough, you can find your own fun shapes in
it, much like Finding shapes in clouds when you
were a kid. It's fun! Take a friend and see who
can find the most interesting object hidden
within the mysterious statue.
This is not the only game that is born out of
Metamorphosis, though. Another fun activity
is to try to fit inside of the opening on the front
side. Be careful, though. It is a good idea to have
a spotter with you if you are going to play this
game. For a safer alternative, take a frisoee with
you and see who can tag the opening first.
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Disc
golf
Bowling GreervMitures a wonderful 18-holc disc golf course in Carter Park located on
CampbellHill Road on the east side of town.
The course begins near the water tower and heads into a tough apple orchard where
competitors struggle around trees and other obstacles.
The back nine begins in the open and finishes in sparse woods.
The famous Bowling Green wind can provide an interesting challenge for those looking for a Sunday afternoon adventure.
Ionian Flower BGNem

Hours of operation: 12
p.m. IO 9 p.m. MondaySaturday, 12 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday.
Location: South Main, near Easy Street Cafe.
2-Play sells new and used video games of new and vintage consoles — even the original
Atari. 2-Play also sells the fantasy game playing cards. They also have several televisions set
up in the store to test out a few different consoles and games. What makes this place unique
is the large collection of arcade games. In the back of the store, one can find an entire room
filled with arcade games including Dance Dance Revolution.

Editor's Note: There arc intramural leagues available for students to join. For more
■ information visit http://www.bgsu.
11
eaulofficeslsalrecsportsl.
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The
Fountain:
If you have been dying to re-enact the opening credits of

c

$£ •

You deserve an UPGRADE!

^Studio apartments available!
•
•
•
•

Stove, fridge, microwave, 25' TV
Full cable W/tiBO - $20/month
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished
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BGSU's Planetarium:

Graduate
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BGSU's planetarium has been serving the community since 1984 and seats 118
observers. Public planetarium programs are held throughout the year and feature
a star talk showing the evening sky and is followed by a multimedia planetarium
show. Also, the planetarium hosts several star gazes on the roof of the observatory, with weather permitting. The Minolta Star Projector can show the entire sky
including the sun, moon, planets and more than 4,000 stars. For further information, contact Dr. Dale Smith at 419-372-8666.
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Friends ever since you were a young kid sporting "The Rachel"
hairdo, you're in luck! lust grab five friends, some black and white
Gap outfits straight out of 1995, and head over to the fountain
in front of the administration building. Not only can you dance
around while singing The Rembrandts to your hearts content,
but you can also create some fun games. For instance, if you have
more than one person with you, you can all cover up different
holes on the bottom of the fountain and see who can contain the
pressure for the longest amount of time. Or you can just try to
squirt each other! Use your imagination and make up your own
fun fountain games!
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Summer semester, or year leases
Low as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
Laundry facilities

1
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Jordan Flower BG NPWS

BG City
Park:
The Parks and Recreation
Department in Bowling Green
provides citizens with places to
play outdoors at a plethora of locations around town.
Located on the northwest side
of town, BG City Park offers two
pools; a softball field; an in-line
skating rink; basketball and sand
volleyball courts; a water slide; and
multiple grilling areas as well as
featuring weekly live concerts.
Carter Park, located on Campbell
Hill Road, also features sand volleyball courts and one of the best
softball complexes in northwest
Ohio. It also is the home of the 18hole disc golf course.
On the Southwest side of town,
Wintergarden Nature Preserve
provides over two miles of hiking and cross-country skiing trails
through forests and wildflower
meadows. The park is also part of
a restoration project designed to
Ereserve the natural history of the
lack swamp area.

A LITTLE FRISBEE GOLF: Seen here, a group of golfers
settle down for a game at Carter Park off Campbell Hill

Rise Above High-Risk Drinking.
Most BGSU students are.
• 89.2% of BGSU students do not let alcohol
use affect their academic performance.
• 98.7% of BGSU students do not use
alcohol daily, however, 45.8% of BGSU students
think that students use alcohol daily at BGSU.

Beautiful ranch style comkiminBims
$650'r,ionth plus ufittes
Washer and dryer hoc* up
Quiet tenants desired
1 or 2 Bedroom

Excellent location for BGSU faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub in some units
Den/Office in some units
Central air

• The BGSU high-risk drinking rate has decreased
3.3% since 2002 and 5.6% since 2000.
Brought to you by the Wcllncss Conncclion. Student Health Service, and ODADAS.
Data taken from the 2004 ACHA Health Assessment.
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Movies with Heroes

Elan

Goo Goo Dolls

1
5
9
3
"Nothing Here is Perfect
(.I

HCMITIK

4%

Their first professional release
Into die world market, Movies
with Heroes group has a lot to
say and does it well. The group
is described as intelligent,
andiemic. Indie rock for fans of
Coldplay. Death Cab for Ciitie,
Jimmy Tat World. iTie Cure and
the Killers."
Tlie group has been performing with each other for five years,
beginning their musical careers
in Lancaster, tain. Movies with
Heroes have released a number
of self-released albums and live
performances for Uieir fan base
in 2001.2002 and 2004.
Listening to their album, it is
easy to agree with the musical
Influences mentioned above. It is
a refreshingly vibrant collaboration of the artists. Lath song was
different, yet equally appealing
and made a unique collection for
their first professional recording.

"Let Love In'

"Together as One"

Winter Bros.

Interscopc Records

A

If you remember correctly, the
Goo Goo Dolls blessed us with
an essential rock albums of the
nineties with "A Boy Named Goo."
an "Dizzy" provided mainstream
music with plenty of hits including the soft ballad, "Iris." Today,
the band is hardly recognizable
with their long-precisely styled
hair and soft rock. Their newest
release, "Let l.ove In." is an album
full of tasteless love songs that
spreads for 11 tracks.
"Let Love In" starts with their
newest single, "Stay with You," a
poppy number tliat sounds like
every other song.. One of the better songs off the album, "Keel die
Silence," isoncof the-best blends
of this watered-down group.
"Widiout You I lere." the Ixst ballad that "Let" has to offer. "Let
Love In" has very little to offer for
the advennirous. \-ov first time
listeners, this is not the album.

-SamanthaOosz

A

A

As we have been told before to
never judge a Uiok by its cover.
Seeing a skeleton in a tan and red
ink blot style album cover with
a fork and smiley face. I could
not have been more wrong or
impressed with the musicality of
this CD and its five tracks within
that album cover,
"Drunky Stoncy" is a quirky
rock-induced euphoria creating
a raw and edgy ride. Between
guitar riffs and haunting lyrics,
Barille and Meister have created
a Sonic masterpiece.
Alternating between hard and
heavy sections of fast guitar solos
and drum breaks, the piece slows
down into a peaceful jaunt into
pleasant dream fantasies,."Fl
Marko" has an aura of the older
styles of ruck though highly modernized and never letting the listener's ears down a path of disappointment.

"tamers evaluate the paintings.
Photographers evaluate the photography,'' said Sehroeder. "It's not
just generalists. We have specialists
judging the art."
In addition to these works of
art, there will be numerous performances by various dance groups
and musicians, according to Judy
Bowies, event coordinator for the
Ibledo Botanical Garden.
Some of these musicians come
back to the festival year after year.
Just Jill, an original acoustic
nick band from Michigan, will be
returning this year after having
played at a previous festival, said
Diana Nagy. lead vocalist.
"It's a wonderful environment
to play in," said Nagy. "It's a really

olate candy to festival-goers.
Visitors will be able to see the
Kissmobile and all of the artists
during the two days of the festival
liven though there are so many
artists showing their work, it's not
such an merwhclming event that
people can't see all the artwork,
according to Scliroeder.
Many of the artists who are
competing in the juried art show
will also be selling their works to
visitors.
To ensure the winners of the
juried an show are the best of the
best, experts in each medium will
be judges.

smoothly."
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
Wajsuper SMoku and win prim at:

PWZESUDOKU.COM

Party are dressing comfortably
in pajamas, groping is prohibited and asking permission to
cuddle is necessary.
According to Bacz.ynski the
misconception around this
event is that it is nothing but
cuddling when in fact it is simply an opportunity to learn
more about your inner self
while in a safe atmosphere.
"Some people refer to the
Cuddle Party as a dance party
for lazy people." she said.

BGSU

Baczynski is a sex and relationship coordinator where she
teaches people how to communicate effectively what they
want from a relationship.
She said men get a lot out
of the experience, but women
tend to receive better benefits
because of how society has continued to shut down women
emotionally. Cuddle Party gives
some women a chance to feel
comfortable being touched
again after a traumatic experience such as abuse or rape.
Baczynski said somecounsel-

ors actually advise their female
patients to attend a Cuddle
Party In order to feel comfortable around men again.
Also, she said that Cuddle
Party has proven to reduce the
Stress hormone and in turn
some soldiers have come in
to learn to relax again after
being away in a very stressful
atmosphere
"The Cuddle Party is not
therapy, but ii comes with a lot
of benefits for the participants."
Bac/vnski said.

"Your On-Campus Health Care Provider'

Health Center Building

101S North Main St 176
1193535600
Mjiuuciiictil Int. wawmeccabgcom

3/bdrm 2 baths. 2 car garages
Now renting for So50/mo for
up to S people
s79S/mo for up to 1 people
1715/mo for 3 or kit
12 or 9"' month leases plus utilities
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STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE

TOWNHOUSES

642 S COLLEGE

5

6

SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

CUDDLE, FROM PAGE 13

neat venue.''
"We're absolutely looking forward to getting down to < )hio to
play for the folks there," Nagy said.
Everything from die an and
entertainment to the children's
area and food vendors makes
the festival a community
focused event.
According to Sehroeder, more
than 200 voltmteers on hand to
make sure die weekend goes
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Cuddle Party offers closeness

Art festival always delivers excitement
FESTIVAL, FROM PAGE 13
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-Samanthai losz

-AddieCurlis

-Matt Manning
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"Echoes on the Ground"
No Record liibel

With a sound similar to that
of Bob Marley, the solo performer Elan has hit the music
scene with a unique voice and
sound. "Together as One" is his
debut album and was written
and recorded by friend Tony
Kanal, previously of No Doubt.
Ban was the lead singer for The
Wallers, decided to break away
and explore his solo career.. From
Nothing is Worth losing You," it
is clear that I kin's sound is crisp
and unlike most artists nowadays.
It was refreshing to hear some
contemporary reggae rather than
hard-core rap. This album features appearances from Gwen
Stefani, Assassin, Cutty Hanks
and Tami (11 iynii which provide
a different sound to each song.
Not one of the songs sound alike,
which is essential. Keeping the
attention of listeners and switching it up is one of Flan's strengths

6

7

mr. Gnome

842 SEVENTH ST. UNITS A
(TRONTl * B (BUCK)
NEW 3 Mm*. 2 baths
Now renting for 1835/mo
Can only have 3 people
12 or 9"'month leases phis utilities

> Care for Acute Illness/Injury

> Men's Clinic

> Billing ALL Insurance Plans

> Women's Health Clinic

> Nutrition Counseling

> All Prescriptions Filled

> Anonymous HIV Testing

> Wellness Connection

>Wellness Checkup

> Immunizations Routine & Travel

> Allergy Injections

• Urgent Care and Emergency Room
• Student Health Service

> Most Major Drug Cards
Accepted

> TB Testing

(LAUNDRY OH StTE AT SEVENTH ST WHICH IS RIOHT IN TRONT I
OF S COLLEGE SO LAUNDRY CAN Bt USED BY BOTH!
f

(In Q u ub £& fjLJ
m3 mjmjmjLfTi

• Private physicians

> Full Service PHARMACY

> Alcohol Counseling

• Transfers from other pharmacies

> Low competitive prices
> Convenient Location

After Hours Self-Core

www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/health

guide available online

Call for appointment 372-2271 • Pharmacy: 372-7443

CAMPBELL HILL
TOWNHOUSES

BUFF
APARTMENTS

321 SOUTH
MERCER ROAD

HOUSES

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES

2 BEDROOMS

BRAND NEW 1 BEDROOM

4 BEDROOMS

HISTORIC MILLIKIN HOTEL

♦ Furnished

♦ Full Bathroom

♦ 1 Full Bathroom

♦ 1 Half&l Full Bath

♦ Air Conditioning

4 Unfurnished

♦ Full Basement

♦ Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Washer/Dryer Hookup
♦ Plenty of Parking
♦ Air Conditioned
♦ 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
♦ 2 Laundromats

♦
♦
♦
♦

♦ BGSU Shuttle Stop

♦ Microwave, Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal

4 Furnished Unit

♦ Tile Floors

♦ Close to Campus

♦ Laundry on-site

♦ Laundry on-site

4 Close to Campus

^$590/mo7^

( t+

gas/electric, >

GREENBRIAR, INC.

2 Full Bathrooms
Air Conditioning
Fireplace
Microwave, Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal
♦ 2 Car Garages
♦ BGSU Shuttle Stop
♦ Washer/Dryer in
Every House
♦ Limit 3 Unrelated People

w*$4607mo.
"^
F

I.

N

+ utilities

.)

419-352-0717

, tart inn A*

r$1200/moT^
L+ utilities^J

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Efficiency & 1 Bedroom
Tile Floors & Berber Carpet
Air Conditioning
Laundry on-site
Loft Style Apts. Available

SUMMIT STREET APTS
4
4
4
4

Efficiency & 1 Bedroom
Air Conditioning
Close to Campus
Laundry on-site

www.greenbriarrentals.com

..-.'-—-..

...■

^

Box office
U.S. movie revenues lor

^

June 16-18. All dollar
figures in millions.

Couch potato rant
best summer TV

Rank • Film -WrJliend gross
Gross lo date • Weeks m leiease • Screens

SEAN
DUFFY
Coudt Potato
Columnist

LCars
$33.7
$!17.1 • Two weeks • 3.938
2. Nacho Libre

$28.3

$28.3 -One week -3.070

ii is the summer and thai

3. The Fast and the Furious $24.0

means thai a loi of m-tworks
are trying to score some serious ratings with their summer
programming. There arc plenty
of shows In die summer mat I.
as iin a> id IV watcher, am really
looking forward to and i hope
to peak the Interest of all people
to watch these shows as well.
The best show dial ihe summet will produce is "Rescue
Me" on the IX network. "Rescue
Me" lells the tale of firemen in
New York City, but the show
actually centers around the
main character, Tbnun) Gavin
played by iX'nis Leary. It tells
the tales of his battles with his
addictions lo drinking and
chronicles his successes and
failures with these demons.
I he show's writers do a great
job of not only painting the picture of these characters as not
only heroes, hut as real people
who find themselves in diflicull
situations. "Rescue Me" is one
ol Ihe shows thai the FX network
airs in order to solidify them
from the big three networks:
ABC NBC and CBS. It is dear
thai "Rescue Me" is the among
the cream of the summer crop
of summer programming.
Another show that is coming
back this summer is the I IB()
original series "Entourage."
This show follows the career

$24.0 ■ One week • 3.027
4. The Lake House

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

P1I.SK

16 Wednesday. June 21.2006

$13.6

$13.6-One week •2.645
5. The Break Up
$92.3-Threeweeks-3 146

$9.8

6. X-Men: The Last Stand

$7.8

$216.2-Four weeks-2.812
7. Garlield: Tail ot Two Kitties $7.3
$7.3-One week-2,946

8. The Omen
$47.2 -two weeks -2.723

$5.6

9. The Da Vinci Code

$5.3

live weeks • 2.4*3
10. Over the Hedge

$4.3

$139.0-live weeks-2.606
SOURCE: Eihrbrtor Relations Co

AP

ie 1*G News
Classified
Ads

372-6977
Die u<; New* will MM knminij) iccep<
•dvertiKmeiu* lh« ditcrimiiuie. 01
iliMfiniin.iKon .IL'.MII'I .in>
IIKIH idii.il a I'Niiip mi ll»' (>»M« ol rut'
icx, color, cned, religion iwi
MUBBI onenuiion. disabiliiy. rtann ..4 veteran, M on ihe basin »t .m odtei
legill) protected ->iaiu»

lit,- lu. N.-«V reserve* the nj?hi ID
decline, discontinue 01 reviie M) adverIISCIIK-III HidiatlhOM round lobcdclam
jlorj. Ijikin
mi-lulling
ix Mow in nature, Ml ■dvClthCOWnU MC
pubjeci toedliinjj and ipproval

Former BG athleles & fraternity
brothers visiting tor a reunion got
wkend. looking tor designated dnv
ers lor the weekend ot July 21st & 22
Job responsibilities will include
round trip transp. of said individuals
from the Hampton Inn to Stone
Ridge Golt Course both on Fri. &
Sat afternoons More than likely additional trips to downtown will also
be required The golf course trips
will only require you to pick up & de
liver You will not have to wait
around There is also a very good
chance that a trip to Toledo will be
thrown in for good measure. (This
coutd be a long night!) We may require more than one vehicle however that may not be known until the
morning ot Fn July 21. Compensa
tion for golf course transportation
will be paid a tlat rate of $20 one
way. Compensation for evening
transportation will be paid at 45
cents a mile plus $10 00 an hour (
hour will be paid at $5.00. at 31 minutes after the hour you get $10.00)
Based upon the last few years travel
schedule this couW be a $200 weekend for someone Only serious in
quires please call Paul @513-608-

Editor s Note: To
submit your own rant,
contact Matt Manning at
thenewsia bgnews. < inn
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ACROSS

ACROSS
1 AI any time
5 Questions
9 Set to go
14 Eternal City
15 Give a bias to
16 Clarinetist Shaw
17 Wander about
18 Trigonometric function
19 Fools
20 Expectation from an amulet?
23 Hangman's knot
24 Spicy condiment
25 Hiatus
28 "Le coq __"
29 Pair
31 "Amadous" role
33 Tel Aviv-_
35 Reservoir filler
36 Flack who is terse?
42 Scallion's relative
43 Short putt
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 13 STRAIGHT YEARS

i PISHN€LLO'S
I

I

203 N. Main E
!?F 352-5166
$5.75 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4PM

■

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory
ask about our SPECIALS
plsanellos.com

Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester S yr. long leases
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
S 25" TV. Call 419-352-1520.

MARTEN RENTALS
Avail. Aug. 2 bdrm. unfurn. 710 7th.
1 bdrm. unfurn. 210 S. Grove.
419352-3445

1 & 2 bedroom apartments
near the watertower on Manville Ave
419-352-5239

www.bucheyeinnanrJstudios.com

Need roommate for summer & Sept
Oct optional. $190 mo 8 utilities.
419-377-1795.

The Homestead
1 & 2 bedroom loft apartments.
Newly remodeled.
Close to downtown. Laundry on site.
with extra storage.
Highland Management

HELP WANTED NOW AND
DURING SUMMER VACATION
Our company is seeking employees
to perform unskilled light production
work. We otter flexible hours-will
work around your schedule-available shifts: 7:30am-8:30am- 8:3011:30am: 12:00 noon-2:30 pm: 2:30
pm-5.00pm. 5:30pm-8:30pm Many
BG5U students work here Easy
walk Irom campus. Pay is $6.00 per
hour providing you work a minimum
ol 15 hours per week Work a minimum of 15 hours per week or over
40 hours wilh overtime. Pick-up an
application at our office. Advanced
Specially Products. Inc.. 428 Clough
St.. Bowling Green. OH 43402.

1 bedroom apartment $350/mo.
Available August 6th.

419866-9281
1 or 2 rooms for rent. $250 month/
room plus util No deposit. 126 S.
College at 440-223-2226. Avail Aug
3 bedroom house
Close to campus & downtown

419-308-2456.
3 br. home on Cnm. Nice ngbrhd Lg.
liv.rm. kit., util. rm. w/ w/d hookup
Cent air 3 min walk to campus Mid
Aug $885 352-7090

For Sale
1979 Chevy 19 ft motor home
98.000 miles Working condition

419-435-0942.
1996 Pontiac Bonnevilte SSEi. Load
ed. sport package, white. 3.8LV6.
fwd. New tires, CD player. One owner. 173.000 hgwy miles. S3.200
OBO. For more info. 419 354-6985

418 S. Summit Street
2 bedrooms Great Location
One comes W garage
washer & dryer/dishwasher
Highland Management
419-354 6036.
BG duplex lower, 3 bdrms. S 2 lull
baths Available Aug $800 month
plus utilities. 419-467-1155.

Stemway Semi Grand $5500
Yamaha Baby Grand $2800

7-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

BUILD YOUR

From Only $480!

FUTURE!

EFFICIENCY APT @ 1220 1/2
E WOOSTER. S300/MO. & UTIL.
419-352-1104
HOUSE @ 1220 E WOOSTER
4 BR. 2 BATH. $1200*10 « UTIL.
419-352-1104.

Retired teacher & professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor. 5 bdrm.. 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255
mo. incld. all util. Call after 7 & leave
message. 419-352-5523.

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Otlice Open 10-1. M-F
vYwyv.HgaBanrnenis.com

Male has furnished room to rent with
freedom of house to clean, neat &
honest student. S200 deposit. $250
rent. No other bills. (419) 354-6117.

Trinity United
Methodist Church

MR

j

rfi/mliip limes

I lave your loans paid
off by graduation
without the stress of
having to find a job!
Start now and see
how rewarding your
future can be.
We Help.

VAnSITItQUMf
APMTMNTS

I f.YPSYIMJI
1 <JK>pptnOn
l_J Sooth Mam

9. IS- TKuluinml
Service
In .III-SII«JU\ School
II .tll-Conti'm/nmin1
Service
200 North Synmft SDMI

1DUR SUCCESS IS OUR BUSINESS

EtrffrifKlOMa, Ohio 434024S27
FhraaHIMSMIDI
Fta4l9-35WI9I
l-iiuil lnnil> II wiwuify

CALL 1-866-572-4964

Pmisinft and Pnn-luiminx ChriU
al the I lean of Hinvliag (irecn

Titleist Club Apartment Homes located in Perrysburg Twp. with immediate access to 795 and 1-75.
Secluded luxury living at affordable cost. Free carport, AC, W/D
hook-ups and a beautiful view of
the goll course. 419-866-1004.

419-354-6036.
Management Inc.

Call 353.5800

419-354-6036.
LG 2 BR modern townhouse. spiral
staircase, new kitchens, garage.
A/C. Call 419-352-1104

419-354-6036.

The Highlands
1 bedroom apartments.
Newly Remodeled. Quiet Area.
Laundry on site.
Highland Management

Jay-Mar
2 bedroom apartments
Great location w/ university shuttle
pick-up. Central air/dishwasher
Laundry on site.
Highland Management

^$$$$$$$ |

-FREE HEAT-

Visit Online

906 INTF.RSTATF DRIVF.
Kvil 159 Corner of 1--.-^ and R1 224

www.meccabg.com

AM. STADIUM SEATING
I'.IIK I
I ..*.,! I..1.1.- I. -I 1.11 111.I.IV
11.11 t i< ■ or -.111.ill |4rnn|is
t nil fur tnftirmntlon

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
Advance Tickets for Superman Returns
are now available
Advance Tickets lor Pirates ot trie
Caribbean are Now Available
NACHO IIBRE(PG)U SO 3 10 5 20 7 40 10 00
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE III (PG-13) 1 00 4 00
7 00 9 40
THE FAST AND IHE FUfllOUS: TOKYO
ORIFTiMJ-U)
12 30 255 5 20 7 45 10 10
IHE LAKE H0USE(PG|I2 40 3 00 5 15 7 30 9 50
GARFIELO: A TAIL OF TWO KITTIES <PGi
12 35 2 40 4 45 7 00 9 20
CARSlO)!' 45 12 15 2 15 250500520730
7501000 10 10
THE OMEN mi
1 00 4 00 7 00 9 40
THE BREAK-UP(PG-nt 12 00 2 30 5 00 7 30
1000
X MEN: THE LAST STAND (PO-13)
12 00

12 30230300500525 7 30 7 50 1000

Management inc.
11 i I Isilu I. AplS.
1082 Falrvtew Ave
I & 2 bdrms/ 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
Air Conditioner/
Washer/ Dryers in 2/3 bdrm

Carports/ BGSU Bus Shuttle

OVER IHE HEDGE (Mi) 1 00 3 00 5 00 7 00 9 00
7

I.M'lli

L'IIIMI-I

Mlil

JUSTMV LUCKIPC-13I 110 4 007:009 20
SlieNTHILKR,
1 304 15 7:00920
IHEBENCHWARMEnS|P0-1)|
1:20320
5 20 7:20 9 20
VlOBVfNDETMim
1004 00 7:009:30
FAILURE 10 LAUNCH IP0-13) 1 10 3:10 5:10
7209.30
IHE SHAGGY DOGlPGh' 00 305 510 7 209 30

Management Inc.
405 S Church
2bdi in townhouse/
with Air new carpet/
close lo downtown

\
VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

Tired of Dealing With Low Tire Pressure?

419-353-7715 t=>

*: 1

$ 1

6*
— NITROGEN FOR YOUR TIRES

«

£JQ!$3 Tire life £Q$3 fuH economy £Q!$X Tire pressure retention C^JfJ Environment friendly

^~7W5thStreeP
APARTMENTS

i When is the best time to buy new tires from Tireman? Jl

Before you get a flat.'!
1}

IMrN <** r» I iHir HUM rtnnair tmm
ii.«iw«om4 Sim/a"* toiom
iit*u*iwiMU)ri»mi.»wt»m"»m
»osm
CMIK HI

' Musi t* 17 tc purcriaw IKlwtl Of be Kcompanied
try parent of topi guardian
Sign-up lor Showtime email al www.cinffryrt.tom

rBH^B^BTfatMUli

! with Tire Rotation*;

On ANY(3) tires:
Full Year Lease

Wt WIICOME COMPANY CARS & NATrONAL ACCOUNTS

l-mum -ti 1IO* IMt MBVK9-

IUAMRIBV.

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at

1-800-829-8638

cineiTiark.com
»KHfk.HKTMK

^

or Steve at
(419) 352-1150.

• HOST cuti ■ UOM nuoo

woTHfcmcotftHtfnT-OMtq or/oi/w\§woiM»iKXoum*miaF*aQTrBitQ**MOTiaoBCOM*itorar*aw/t>i/Q*i

Shuttle stop across the street

■■'.ji i-

_< BWJft BWJftmWHO iwclnin
■ IrKlud** FHCE In.p-clion
F

Includes FREE AMgnmtnt Check |
2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
$500/month

ulON.Main
3bdrm up to 5 people
2 baths/ remodeled
close to uptown/campus

| WE MAKE r^ CURS tOOl!

Sottt

(111 ■*l«*»ar«(PS 11)11 MUUHWMKFM.
»W Mm
«i*.u*.(,«iii:)sui.i:isi'M.«sni.;iow.

cvdcin is*M.J:«Bi»i.4-»PM tnmmnm

AIR CONDITIONING]] OIL CHANGE

Management Inc.

!$■

A,

10:00 PM

3

"• Houses, Apts & Rooms. 1.2.3.5 &
6 bdrm units avail, low as $220 mo
3530325 9a-9p. cartyrentals com

• Pets welcome!

loattdietttBooiUjMIM nmnst. 1WISSH

'/

BARTENDING! up to S300'day No
exp necessary. Training provided.

• Spacious kitchen

rjim»Pii;ii<

-J

o ■I
ci :l

For Rent

• Patio

IM South Main Srr.i-r
Kowlini; Green

■)

For Rent

• Private entrance

1HltJ.S150i»51Ka>nflD

■

■

For Rent

• Ground floor ranch

a*fa»4P»

*

■

On selected floor plans

4Wf*0W«'|i«I!

DOWN
1 To-do list item
2 Caribbean cult
3 Key ot Bocchenni's
string quartet
4 Romulus' twin
5 Exec.'s aide
6 Takes first cut
7 Ethiopia's neighbor
8 Expands
9 Scamp
10 Composer Salie
11 24-hr. cash source
12 Tango move
13 You bet!
21 Auto style
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Help Wanted

Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

Help Wanted

of Vincent Chase, a young, hot
actor in Hollywood, along with
his friends, liric, Drama and
Turtle, as they navigate the
1 lollywood lifestyle.
"Entourage* is made even
better and funnier with
Vincent's agent Ari Gold who is
the epitome of die I lollywood
agent. With its guy oriented
jokes and rants by Ari and the
other characters, "Entourage"
is a really funny comedy series
that explores the relationships
that these characters have and
the lists that these friendships
must endure.
The writing of this show has
been compared to the writing
that many loved in the HBO
original series "Sex and the
City." "Entourage" allows the
audience member to ride along
with the guys as they navigate the high and lows of the
Hollywood life.
With these shows and the
other shows in the line up for
the summer, I believe that
this slimmer will be great for
all of the television lovers out
there. If you are interested in
these shows. "Rescue Me" airs
on Tuesday's at in p.m. on FX.
and "Entourage" airs Sundays
at 10 p.m. on HBO. If there
are any other summer shows
that you think need to be promoted, please e-mail me at
sduffy@bgnet.bgsu.edu. That is
my view from the couch.
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Find more coupons and details about NltroMax. visit www.thetireman.com

Stop by the Office
at 1045 N.Main St
or check website
www.meccaba.com
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